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K. Saito's Period Map for Holomorphic Functions 
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Introduction 

Tadao Oda 

Dedicated to Professor Masayoshi Nagata 
Oil his sixtieth birthday 

The purpose of this survey is to explain the theory of Kyoji Saito on 
the period map for the universal unfolding of a holomorphic function 
with only isolated critical points, which he has been developing in a series 
of published and unpublished papers [SKI] through [SK19]. We can take 
advantage of the added perspective of algebraic analysis developed by 
Sato, Kashiwara, Kawai and Mebkhout as well as results obtained by 
Morihiko Saito. 

For a positive integer n which we eventually assume to be even, let 
Flex, t') be a holomorphic function on a neighborhood X of the origin in 
cn+IXCp-1 with coordinates (x, t')=(xo, "', x n , t2, "', t,,) such that 
FI(O, 0)=0 and that the function FI(x, t') in x e cn+1 for each fixed t' has 
at most isolated critical points. Consider the holomorphic map 

cp: X--+ScCXTcCXC"-t, 

defined by cp(x, t')=(FI(x, t'), t') for a neighborhood S (resp. T) of the 
origin in C X crl (resp. C,,-I) with coordinates 8=(t1, t') (resp. t' = 
(t2 • •• " tp». Thus cp gives rise to a family, parametrized by s =(th t') e S, 
of germs of n-dimensional hypersurfaces 

in cn+1 with at most isolated singular points. 
The critical locus 
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of cp is a closed analytic subspace of X and is finite over S. Its image 
D: = cp( C) is called the discriminant locus of cpo Thus X. for s E S is 
smooth if and only if s is not in D. Xs is then called a Milnor fiber for cpo 

Consider the hoI om orphic function 

F(x, th t'):=tl-FI(x, t') 

on the neighborhood Z: =X X T S of the origin in C n + 1 X CP with coor
dinates (x, th t' ). Let p: Z---+S be the projection p(x, tl, t'):=(tl' t') and 
denote byes the holomorphic tangent sheaf of S, i.e., the sheaf of germs 
of derivations with respect to the variables flo ••. , f p' Let 

cp: X ---+S is said to be the universal unfolding of the hoI om orphic function 
f(x): = - FI(x, 0) if the (D s-linear map sending 8 E e s to the image {}F of 
8F under the canonical surjection p*(D z---+ p*(D 0 is an isomorphism 

es~p*(Do· 

In this case, .u=dim S coincides with the so-called Milnor number of f(x). 
Moreover, e s then has a commutative and associative (D s-algebra struc
ture, with 01: =%tl as the identity, induced from that on p*(Do by the 
above isomorphism. We denote the product on es so defined by 8*{)' E es 

for {} and 8' in e s. Thus (8*{}I)F=({}F)({}'F). We also have an (Ds-linear 
endomorphism w of e s which corresponds to that on p*(Do induced by 
the multiplication of F on (Do' Thus w(8)F = P({}F). The determinant L1 
of w turns out to be the defining equation for the discriminant locus 
DeS with the reduced structure. 

cp: X ---+S is neither smooth nor proper and may not be algebraizable, 
either. Nevertheless, we can construct the Gauss-Manin system B for cp, 
a left module over the sheaf f» s of germs of hoI om orphic linear differential 
operators on S. Its restriction to S"'-D is 

Bls\D =«(D s@csRncp*Cx)ls\D 

and coincides with the n-dimensional relative de Rham cohomology sheaf 
for the smooth morphism X"'-cp-1(D)---+S"'-D, endowed with the usual 
Gauss-Manin connection. It is a locally free (Ds\D-module of rank .u with 
the subsheaf of the horizontal sections equal to (Rncp*Cx)ls\D, whose 
stalk at s E S"'-D is the n-dimensional cohomology group Hn(x" C) of the 
Milnor fiber X •. 

In the terminology of algebraic analysis, B turns out to coincide with 

the n-th integration f: (D x of the f» x-module (D x along the fibers of cp and 
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is a holonomic left !Z!s-module with regular singularities. (Note, however, 
that we shift the degree of the conventional one for convenience. In the 
literature, B is the zero-th integration along the fiber.) B also has an 
increasing filtration {B(k); k e Z} by 19 s-submodules such that 

keZ, 

where ,Qx,1 is the sheaf of germs of relative (n+ I)-forms for ({J and is 19a-
invertible. 

B(O) is called the Brieskorn lattice for ({J and was shown to be 19 s-locally 
free of rank p by Brieskorn [BI], Sebastiani [Sl], Greuel [G], Malgrange 
[MI] and Saito [SkI]. [BI] showed that B(O) has a Gauss-Manin connec
tion with regular singularities along D and algebraically describes the 
monodromy of the Milnor fibers for ({J. 

When ({J: X ---*S is a universal unfolding, Saito describes the structure 
of B in terms of interesting linear algebra on 8 s and then constructs a 
period map from a ramified covering S of S to a p-dimensional complex 
affine space E. For that purpose, he proposed to choose a certain global 
section 

called a primitive form. It was M. Saito [Sm7] who actually showed the 
local existence of a good primitive form. 

A good primitive form e;; determines a torsion-free integrable connec
tion 

sending (0, 0') to 1700' 

with 170(al ) =0 for all 0 e 8 s, an 19s-linear endomorphism N: 8 s---*8s and 
a nondegenerate symmetric 19 s-bilinear form J: 8 s X 8 s---*l9 s, which to
gether satisfy nice properties described in Section 4. e;; generates B as a 
left !Z!s-module and satisfies the following system of holomorphic linear 
differential equations: 

00'e;; = {(0*0')a1 +17 00'}e;; 

w(O)ale;;=(N(O)-O)e;; 

w(al)e;; = re;; 

for all 0,0' e 8 s 

for all 0 e 8 s 

for a rational number r, 

where al = a/atl and where the 19 s-linear endomorphism w of 8 s and the 
product 0*0' on 8 s are those defined by the universality of the unfolding. 

By the Poincare duality, the solution sheaf of B turns out to be 
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the n-th direct image with proper support of C x by cp and is a constructible 
Cs-module. Its restriction to S""-D is CS\D-Iocally free of rank I'- with the 
stalk at each s E S""-D canonically isomorphic to the n-dimensional homol
ogy group Hn(X., C) of the Milnor fiber X.. When n is even, Saito 
describes the intersection form on Hn(X., C), up to a nonzero constant 
multiple, in terms of an amazing algebraic formula involving " J and w 
above. (cf. Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.7.) 

Note that a section r of Rncp!Cx over S""-D can be thought of as a 
family, parametrized by S""-D, of n-dimensional homology classes res) of 
the Milnor fibers Xs. The evaluation at the section, of B gives rise to a 
C s\D-linear map 

in Saito's notation, which sends r to (1/2rrW t ,. 
Modifying the above system of holomorphic linear differential equa

tions, Saito introduces a new holonomic left f» s-module with regular 
singularities 

for each k E C 

via the defining relations 

for all i andj between 1 and 1'-. Sending mk+1 to a1mk (resp. mo to '), we 
have a f»s-homomorphism ek: Jt(k+l)-'>-Jt(k) (resp. e: Jt(O)-,>-B). 

The solution sheaf 

is a constructible Cs-module such that (Mk)!S\D is CS\D-Iocally free of 
rank I'-+ 1. We have the induced C s-linear maps 

The evaluation at m k gives a Cs-linear map Mk-,>-(!)s whose image contains 
the constant sheaf C s and consists of the "holomorphic solution func
tions" for the system of differential equations (*k)' 
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If we choose a Cs-basis {al> .. " ap} with al =a/atl of the subsheaf e~ 
of horizontal sections of es with respect to the connection 17, then the 
defining relations (*k) above have a much simpler form so that the image 
of Mk in (!) s under the evaluation map at mk consists of elements u in (!) s 
satisfying the system of holomorphic linear differential equations 

ajaju=(ai*aJaIU 

W(ai)aIU=(N(aj)-(k+ I)aj)u 

for I <i,j<fl. 

for I<i~fl.. 

A coordinate system (VI> .. " vI') of S is said to be flat if a/avi =a l and if 
{a/avI, .. " a/avp } is a Cs-basis of e~. It then gives a "flat" open 
embedding v: S-----+Cp sending S E S to v(s):=(vl(s), "', vis)). 

Saito then shows that the quotient of (Mn1z)ls\D by a canonical 
submodule CS\D is a self dual locally free CS\D-module of rank fl., using 
the same formula as the one he used to describe the intersection pairing in 
terms of" J and w. 

The situation is particularly nice, when n is even. In this case, we 
have a composite C s-linear map 

e* e* 
Rn<p!Cx~Mo~MI~" ·~Mn/z 

which induces (al)n1z on the solution functions (l/2rri)n t ,:;; for r E Rn<p,C x' 

The smallest (possibly infinite) unramified covering Y -----+S""-D, such that 
the pull-back to Y of (Mn,z)ls\D is Cy-free, turns out to have an extension 
S -----+S as a ramified covering with S nonsingular and with the image equal 
to {s E S; X8 has at most simple singularities}. If we choose independent 
holomorphic functions Uo= I, UI , •• " up on S which satisfy the system of 
differential equations (**nlz) above, we get a local isomorphism 

into a fl.-dimensional complex affine space by sending s to u(s): = (uo(s), 
.. " u/s)). This is the period map of Saito. Together with the "flat" 
open embedding v above, we have a commutative diagram 

_ u 

S~E 

1 v 1 
S~CP 

with L11/ Z as the Jacobian determinant of the map E-----+C". Except when 
f(x):= -FI(x, 0) has a simple (i.e., rational double when n=2) or simple 
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elliptic critical point at the origin, it is yet unknown if u: S - E is injective. 
Nevertheless, u seems to have properties much nicer than u': S' _E' which 
we obtain using Rnrp1Cx=JIt'OrYIgiB, (!Js) instead of M n/ 2.We refer the 
reader, for instance, to Looijenga [Ll]-[U], Saito [Sk4], [Ski 5]-[Skl 9], 
Saito-Yano-Sekiguchi [SYS], Ishiura-Noumi [IN], Noumi [N2], Varchenko 
[VI]-[V3] and Varchenko-Givental [VG]. 

In Section I, we define the Gauss-Manin system B and give an 
indication for an elementary proof of its basic properties. Those readers 
familiar with algebraic analysis can just read this section up to the state
ment of Theorem 1.2 and then tum to Appendix for the idea of the proof. 

In Section 2, we prove the Poincare duality for the Gauss-Manin 
system. This duality is known to hold in a more general context as we 
see in Appendix. Here we give a more elementary proof by means of the 
relative Serre duality due to Ramis-Ruget [RR]. This Poincare duality is 
equivalent to Saito's algebraic description in Section 4 of the intersection 
pairing. 

In Section 3, we deal with the formal microlocalization 

with respect to the variable fl' which has the structure much simpler than 
that of B. We prove the microlocal version of the Poincare duality 
which is equivalent to Saito's higher residue pairing, as Kashiwara pointed 
out (cf. [Sm7]). 

Section 4 is the main part of this survey. We here deal with universal 
unfoldings and explain Saito's interesting linear algebra on e s arising 
from the choice of a good primitive form. We explain in great detail the 
system of differential equations mentioned above, which plays a key role 
in the construction of the period map. 

In Appendix, we overview the part of algebraic analysis relevant to 
Saito's work surveyed here. 

Unless otherwise mentioned explicitly, the results surveyed here are 
due to Kyoji Saito, although we do not indicate where in his papers each 
of the results can be found. The readers are also referred to his papers 
for relevant results due to people other than Saito himself. The references 
given in this survey are quite incomplete. 

Thanks are due to Kyoji Saito and Masaki Kashiwara for stimulating 
conversations. Thanks are also due to Morihiko Saito, Akira Fujiki, 
Takeo Ohsawa and Yuji Shimizu who helped the author to understand 
some of the results explained here. 
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§ 1. The Gauss-Manin systems 

For a positive integer m, let T be an open set containing the origin 
o of the complex affine space C m - I with coordinates t' = (t2 , •• " tm). Our 
main concern here is a family qJ: X -,;S, parametrized by T, of holomorphic 
functions of the following form: We fix an integer n>2. (We need this 
assumption in our spectral sequence arguments below, although most of 
the results also hold for n=1.) XCC1t+IXTcCn+IXcm-1 is an open 
set containing the origin 0 and with coordinates (x, t')=(xo, • ", Xn> 
t2, •• " tm), while SeC X T C C X C m - I is an open set containing the 
origin 0 and with coordinates s: =(tl> t')={tl> t2, •• " tm). Then qJ: X-,;S 
is a holomorphic map which sends (x, t') to (~(x, t'), t') for a holomorphic 
function ~(x, t') on X such that FI(O, 0)=0. 

Furthermore, we assume that for each fixed t' e T, the function 
FI(x, t') in x e C"+I has at most isolated critical points. Thus qJ: X-,;S 
is necessarily flat and can also be thought of as a family of germs of n
dimensional hypersurfaces in C,,+I with at most isolated singular points. 

For technical reasons, we assume that the following are satisfied: 

Assumptions. ( i) qJ is a Stein morphism and each fiber is either 
smooth or is contractible with isolated singular points. Moreover, the 
restriction of qJ to the critical locus C defined below is finite (i.e., proper 
with finite fibers) over S. 

(ii) The projection q: X -'; T sending (x, t') to t' is a Stein motphism 
with contractible fibers. 

(iii) The projection n: S -,;T sending s=(tl> t') to t' is again a Stein 
morphism with contractible fibers. 

We can always attain these conditions by replacing T, X and S by 
smaller open sets, e.g., small open balls centered at the origin. 

The critical locus 

is a closed analytic subspace of X, and the restriction of qJ to C is finite 
over S by assumption. We define the discriminant locus D:=qJ(C)cS to 
be the image with reduced analytic structure. Thus for s in S the fiber 
qJ-I(S) is smooth if s is not in D, while it has isolated singular points if sis 
in D. Obviously by Sard's theorem, we have D=I=S. (D is in fact a 
divisor on S. See Lemma 2.5). 

Remark. Eventually in Section 4, we assume qJ: X -,;S to be a uni
versal unfolding of the function C"+I-,;C sending x tof(x):= -FI(x, 0) so 
that the dimension m of S coincides with the so-called Milnor number 
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of/ex). 

As usual, we denote by P2 s the sheaf of germs of holomorphic linear 
differential operators of finite order on s. It contains the structure sheaf 
(!) sas the subring of zero-th order operators and contains the holomorphic 
tangent sheaf e s as the subsheaf of pure first order operators. P2 s is 
generated as a ring sheaf by (!) sand e s. 

The following complex (K", 0) on X will playa key role in this paper. 
To define it, we denote by 

(Q"xIT,d) with d=dx /T 

the relative de Rham complex on X with respect to the smooth morphism 
q: X-+T. 

Definition. (K", 0) is the complex 

a a a a 
O--+K-I~Ko~KI~ ... ~Kn~o 

on X defined for each integer j by 

where q-I«(!)T)[al] is the polynomial ring over q-I«(!)T) in a variable ai, and 
the q-I«(!)T)lal]-linear map 0: KJ-+KJ+l sends wa~ in KJ with w E Q:!r~0 and 
).1;;::::0 to 

o(wa;): =(dw)a~ -(dFl ;\w)a;+l, 

where Fl:=Fl(x, f'). We define a left SO-l(P2s)-module structure on each 
KJ as follows so that 0 becomes SO-l(P2s)-linear: Let w be in Q:!r~0 and let ).I 

be a nonnegative integer. 
(a) The subring q-l«(!)T) of SO-1((!)s) acts through the usual q-I«(!)T)

module structure on Q:!r~0 and q-l«(!)T)[al], i.e., 

a(wa;): = (aw)a; 

(b) The multiplication by the element fl in SO-l«(!)S) is defined by 

tl(wa;): =(F;w)a;-).IWa;-l. 

(c) The element a/atl of SO-lees) acts as multiplication by ai, i.e., 
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(d) For 2<j<m, the element a/at} of q-l(8T)ccp-l(8s) acts by 

(a/at j)( wa],): = (aw/at })ai-{(aF-Jat j)W }ai +1, 

599 

where aw/at j is the partial derivation of the coefficients in (!) x of w with 
respect to the wedge products of dxo, •• " dxn• 

Finally, we introduce an increasing filtration by cp-l«(!)s)-submodules 

:F(O) K' c:F(l) K' c ... c:F(k) K' c ..... . 

on K' defined for each j and nonnegative integer k by 

or.(k)Ki. - " ("lj+l • a" 
J' '-L-I"';;j+k-n~4X/T l' 

It is straightforward to check that the above formulas indeed define 
a left cp-l(.~s)-module structure on KJ and that 15: KJ~Kj+l is cp-l(~S)

linear satisfying 

15(:F(k) K") C :F(k) K". 

For instance, the actions of tl and a/at1 satisfy the relation [a/at lo t1] = 1. 
The above definition might look artificial and unnaturaL As we see 

in Appendix, however, it is an explicit rendition of a complex arising 

naturally in connection with the integrations along the fibers L (!) x and 

s:r (!) x in algebraic analysis. 

Remark. Since cp: X ~S is a holomorphic map, we have a canonical 
homomorphism cp-l«(!)S)~(!)x. This induces a cp-l«(!)s)-module structure 
on fJ:?riJ., hence on Kj. With respect to this latter structure, tl acts as 
mUltiplication by F1, but we should forget this action. Instead, in our 
definition above, it is convenient to regard tl as acting on fJ:?riJ. as multi
plication by F;, while on q-l«(!)T)[a1] as the derivation -a/a(a1). More
over, if we introduce a new function 

F(x, s): = tl - F1(x, t') 

as we do in later sections, the above (c) and (d) can be unified so that 
the action of 8 E 8 s becomes 

Taking the n~th hyperdirect image with respect to cp, and that with 
proper support, of this complex (K", 15), we get the Gauss-Manin systems 
8 and 8 1 on S, which are the main objects of our study. In this section, 
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we indicate the steps necessary to give elementary proofs for the following 
theorems. 

Theorem 1.1 (The Gauss-Manin system for cp). 
(1) For each integer j, we have a canonical isomorphism 

where the left hand side is the hyperdirect image, while the right hand side 
is the cohomology sheaf of the complex (cp*K', cp*o) of left p) s-modules 
obtained as the ordinary direct image of(K', 0). 

(2) We have 

(3) The n-th hyperdirect image 

j=o 
j*O,n. 

is a left p) s-module and we have an exact sequence 

The right hand term, having support on D, is the direct image of the n-th 
cohomology sheaf Jlt'n(K', 0) on X of the complex (K', 0), while the left hand 
term is the n-th ordinary direct image of the sheaf cp-I({!} s) so that its restric
tion to S"",,D is a locally free {!} s\D-module 

where Cx (resp. Cs) is the constant sheaf on X (resp. on S). 
(4) We have an increasing filtration by (!}s-submodules 

on E defined for each nonnegative integer k by 

E(k) : = Image [Rncp*(~(k) K', o)~ Rncp*(K', 0)] 

EH) : = {~ e B(O); a~.; e E(O)} 

satisfying the following: 
(i) E(k) for each integer k is (!}s-coherent with UkB(k)=E. More

over, B(k) is {!} s-locally free of rank equal to the Milnor number p. for each 
k<O. 
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(ii) The multiplication by 01 is surjective on 8 and B(k) = {.; E 8; 
01'; E 8(k+I)} for each k. 

(iii) For each k, 

has support on D, where Q"Xj1 = {J'JrjMdFJ\{J';m) is the sheaf on X of relative 
(n + 1 )-forms for XIS, and is @a-invertible. 

(iv) We have a canonical @s-isomorphism 

1:7(0) _ nn+l/(dF /\ J nn-l) ""' -f{J*UX/T I Uf{J*J4X/T, 

the so-called Brieskorn lattice. Moreover, the wedge product with dFI 
induces @s-isomorphisms 

dFI/\ : f{J*Q"X/Tldf{J*Q"X7j.~B(-I) 

dFI/\ : Rnf{J*(Q"x/s, dx/s)~B(-2). 

Remark. As we see in Appendix, we have 

the integration along the fibers but with the degree shifted from the usual 
one. The same remark applies to Theorem 1.2 below, where we have 

the integration with proper support along the fibers. 
For k<O, our 8(k) coincides with £Ijf) appearing in Saito's papers. 

The filtration we obtain gives information equivalent to the decreasing 
Hodge filtration {W! B; I E Z} with 

for I E Z 

which appears in a more recent theory due to Brylinski [B2], [B3], M. Saito 
[Sm3], [Sm4], Kashiwara and others, which deals with the derived category 
of filtered complexes of holonomic ~s-modules with regular singularities. 

Theorem 1.2 (The Gauss-Manin system with proper support). 
(1) For each integer j, we have a canonical isomorphism 

where the left hand side is the hyperdirect image with proper support, while 
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the right hand side is the cohomology sheaf of the complex of left :!.C s-modules 
obtained as the n-th ordinary direct image with proper support of the com
plex (K', 0). 

(2) We have 

.i -=/=n, 2n 

.i = 2n. 

(3) The n-th hyperdirect image with proper support 

is a left :!.C s-module and we have an exact sequence 

The right hand term has support on D, while the left hand term is the n-th 
ordinary direct image with proper support of the sheaf sa-I(@s) so that its 
restriction to s~ D is a locally free @s\D-module 

(4) We have an increasing filtration by @s-submodules 

on a1 defined for each nonnegative integer k by 

!=lCn-k). _ {e:. E !=lCn). ':l/ce:. E !=lcn)} 
~! • - '=' '-J 1 ,UI 'i *-J ! 

satisfying the following: 
( i ) a\k) for each integer k is @ s-coherent with U /calk) = a1 (cj: 

Corollary 2.2). 
(ii) The multiplication by al is surjective on a, and aik)={~ E a,; 

al~ E aik +I)} for each k. 
(iii) For each k, we have an @s-isomorphism 

(iv) We have a canonical @ s-isomorphism 

ain)={r; E dRnsa,@x; dFJ\r;=O}. 

We now give a sketch of elementary proofs for these theorems. 
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The hyperdirect image is the common abutment of two well-known 
spectral sequences 

If,k:=Rkcp*Kj===;,Rj+kcp*(K",O) 

II£,k:=Rjcp*(£k(K", o»===;,Rj+kcp*(K", 0). 

By our assumption, cp is a Stein morphism. Thus 

for k=/=O and an @x-coherent module M 

(see, for instance, [BS]). However, KJ=Q~~0[Ol] is an infinite direct sum 
of locally free @x-modules Q~~0' O'{ of finite rank and is not @x-coherent. 
As M. Saito pointed out (cf. Scherk-Steenbrink [SS, § 3]), Rkcp* does not 
commute with inductive limits so that we cannot immediately conclude 
If,k=Rkcp*Kj=O for k=/=O and 1;'°= Rjcp*(K", 0). Thus Theorem 1.1, 
(1) is not so trivial. We come back to its proof after we prove most of 
the other statements of the theorem. 

Similarly, the hyperdirect image with proper support is the common 
abutment of two spectral sequences 

If,k: = RkcplK j ===;, Rj +kcpl(K', 0) 

II£,k:=RJCPI(£k(K", o»===;,RJ+kcpl(K", 0). 

Since cp is a Stein morphism of relative dimension n, we know that 

for k=/=n, 

if M is @x-Iocally free of finite rank by Ramis-Ruget [RR, Theoreme 1], 
Fujiki [F] and Ohsawa [02], [03]. Since Kj is an infinite direct sum of 
locally free @x-modules of finite rank, we cannot immediately conclude 
that If,k=Rkcp1KJ=O for k=/=n and I;,n=Rj+ncpl(K', 0), either. Again we 
come back to this later. 

As for the second spectral sequences, we need more information on 
the cohomology sheaves £k(K", 0) on X. 

Since q: X ---+ T is a smooth morphism of relative dimension n + 1, the 
following is well-known: 

Lemma 1.3 (The Poincare lemma). The relative de Rham complex 
(Q"x/T' d) with q-l(@T)-/inear d=dx /T satisfies 

On the other hand, the wedge product 

j=O 

j=/=O. 
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with dFl is £Ox-linear and obviously gives rise to a complex ({J"xIT' dFl /\). 
Then we have the following: 

Lemma 1.4 (The generalized de Rham lemma. cf. Saito [Sk3]). 

Since {J!rtS={J!r:IT/(dFl/\{J!r:/~) for each j, we see by Lemma 1.4 
above that the wedge product with (-I)!dFl induces an isomorphism 

(-I)JdF;/\ : {J!rts~dF../\{J!rtTC{J!r:i~c!F(n)KjCK! 

for O<j<n. Since 0« -1)JdFl/\w)=(-I)!+1dFl/\dw for C/) in {J!r:IT' we 
thus have a homomorphism of complexes 

p: ({J"xIS' dx/s)~(!F(n)K', o)C(K', 0). 

The cohomology sheaves ,Yt'J({J"x/s, dx/s) are left gJ-l(.~s)-modules for 
which tl E gJ-l((9S) acts as multiplication by Fl, q-l(8T) acts through the 
differentiation on the coefficients of differential forms and al =a/atl E 

gJ-l(8s) acts as follows: If the image ~ in {J!rts of ~ E {J!rtT satisfies dx/s~ 
=0, so that d~=dFIArl for 1) E {J!r:/T, then al=a/atl sends ~ to the image 

'i) of 1) in ,Yt'J({J"xIS' dx/s)' The action thus defined is the usual Gauss
Manin connection, The following can be found in Pham [P, p, 159f] and 
is an easy consequence of Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4: 

Lemma 1.5. ( i ) The above homomorphism of complexes induces a 
gJ-l(~s)-linear homomorphism . 

p*: ,Yt'J({J"x/s, dx/s)~,Yt'J(K', 0), 

which is bijective for j =t= n and is injective for j = n with the image equal to 
the gJ-l«(9 s)-submodule 

!F(-2),Yt'n(K', o):=dF;I\{1) E {J'l::/T; dr; E dF;/\{J'l::/r}/(dFl/\d{J'l::/~) 

of the gJ-l«(9 s)-submodule 

!F(-l),Yt'n(K', 0) :=(dFl/\{J'l::/T)/(dF; /\d{J'l::/~) 

of !F(o),Yt'n(K', 0):= {J'l::ii:/(dFl/\d{J'l::/~)' More generally for each non
negative integer k, the gJ-l«(9s)-linear map ,Yt'n(!F(k)K', o)_,Yt'n(K', 0) is 
injective and we define !F(k),Yt'n(K', 0) to be its image. 
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(ii) For j=:/=O, the supports of ;Jl>J(f)"x/s, dx/s) and ;Jl>J(K·,o) are 
contained in the critical locus C. 

(iii) The multiplication by 01 is surjective for .?If'O(k·, 0) and is bijective 
for ;Jl>i(K", 0) withj=:/=O. 

The following isknown: 

Proposition 1.6 (Brieskorn [Bl], Sebastiani [SI], Greuel [G], Malgrange 
[MI] and Saito [SkI]). We have 

j=o 

j=:/=O,n 

and an exact sequence O~Rncp*(cp-l(t!Js»~Rncp*(f)"x/s, dx/s)~cp*;Jl>n(f)"x/s, 
dx/s)~O with Rncp*(f)"x/s, dx/s) being t!Js-locally free of rank equal to the 
Milnor number p.. Moreover, 

j=o 

j=:/=O, n 

and the support of ;Jl>n(f)"x/s, dx/s) is contained in the critical locus C. 

As we have just seen in Lemma 1.5, ;Jl>n(K", 0) has an increasing 
sequence of cp-I(t!Js)-submodules !!F(k);Jl>n(K",o) for k> -2. Since the 
multiplication by 01 is bijective on ;Jl>n(K·, 0), we easily see that 

for k> -2. We can thus define !!F(k);Jl>n(K" , 0) for k< -3 as well by 
this formula and get an increasing filtration {!!F(k);Jl>n(K", 0): k e Z} of 
;Jl>n(K" , 0) by cp-I(t!Js)-submodules. Using Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, we can 
easily show that 

holds also for k< -2, hence for all integers k. 
In view of this, we get the following, using spectral sequences, our 

assumption at the beginning, Lemma 1.5, Proposition 1.6 and the result 
(RJcp*CX)!S\D=O for j*O, n due to Milnor [M3]: 

Corollary 1.7. We have 

j=O 

j=:/=O,n 
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and an exact sequence O.-?Rncp*(cp-l({!} s)).-?B .-?cp*.Yl'n(K", O).-?O with B(k) 
being (!}s-locally free of rank equal to the Milnor number pfor k<O. More
over, 

j=o 

j=;t:O,n. 

The support of .Yl'''(K·, 0) is contained in the critical locus C. The multipli
cation by a1 on .Yl'n(K", 0) is bijective and .Yl'n(K", 0) has an increasing 
filtration {~(k).Yl'n(K", 0); k E Z} by cp-l({!}s)-submodules such that 

with 

~(k).Yl'n(K", o)=a~~(O).Yl'n(K", 0) 

~(O).Yl'n(K", 0) = tJ'l,MdFJ\dtJ'l/f), 

~(k).Yl'n(K", o)/~(k-l).Yl'n(K", o)~tJ'l'.§ for k E Z 

and the wedge product with (-l)ndFl induces an isomorphism 

.Yl'n(tJ"xls, dXls)~~(-2).Yl'n(K", 0). 

Remark. By Lemma 1.4, results similar to those in Corollary 1.7 
hold if we replace (K", 0) by its subcomplex (~(!)K", 0) for I>n. Namely, 

Rjcp*(~(!)K", 0)= {~s 

.Yl'j(~(!)K", O)={~-I({!}S) 

j=o 

j=;t:O,n, 

j=O 

j=;t:O,n 

and we get an exact sequence O.-?Rncp*(cp-l({!}s)).-?Rncp*(~(!)K·, o).-? 
cp*.Yl'n(~(!)K·, o).-?O. Moreover, since ~(!)Kj is (!}x-coherent for allj this 
time, we have I{,k=Rkcp*(~(!)Kj)=O for k=;t:O, hence I4,o=Rj(~(!)K", 0). 

In view of the remark above, Lemma 1.5 and Corollary 1.7, we have 
an exact sequence 

O~Rncp*(cp-l({!}S))~B(!)->cp*(~(!).Yl'n(K", o))~O 

for l>n, hence for alII, since the multiplication bya1 on Rncp*(cp-l({!}s)) is 
surjective. Thus 

for alii. 
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Similarly, for the spectral sequence 

we have !H,k=O if k=/=O, n andj arbitrary; !H,n=o for j=/=O; and ng,n= 
cp*.?Irn(K',o). Moreover, !H'o= RJcpl(CP-l«(1} s» vanishes for j =/=n, 2n by 
Milnor [M3] and by our assumption on cpo Since n > 2 by assumption, 
we get Theorem 1.2, (2) and an exact sequence 

As before, we more generally have an exact sequence 

so that 

E(!l/I=1'(!-ll-cp {In+l 
! '"'I - * XIS and 

for alII. The (1) s-coherence of Efll for all I will be shown in Corollary 
2.2. 

The proofs of Theorem 1.1, (1) and Theorem 1.2, (2) due to Scherk
Steenbrink [SS} proceed as follows: 

The quotient complex fl.. :=K'/.fF(nlK' has a filtration by subcom
plexes ,<F(!lfl.·:=.fF(!lK'/.fF(nlK' for I>n. By Lemma 1.5, (i), Corollary 
1.7 and the remark after it, we see that ,n"J(fl.·)=O and ,n"J(.fF(!lfl.·)=O 
for j =/=n. Moreover, ,n"n(fl.·) and ,n"n(.fF(!) fl.') have support on C. 

Using the second spectral sequences, we thus see that RJcp*(fl.·)= 
=cp*,n"J(fl.') and RJcpl(fl.·)=cp*,n"J(fl.·) vanish for j=/=n and have support 
on D for j = n. The same result holds when we replace fl.' by :F(l) fl.'. 

Since cp is a Stein morphism and .fF(nlKJ is (!lx-coherent, we have 
R1cp*.fF(nlKJ=O and hence an exact sequence of complexes 

We have a commutative diagram 

... ~,n"J(cp*.fF(nl K')~,n"j(cp*K·)~,n"J(cp*fl.·)~ . •• 

1 aj lfij iTt 
... ~Rjcp*(.fF(n) K') ~ RJcp*(K') ~ Rjcp*(fl.·) ~ ••• , 

where the first (resp. second) row is the long exact sequence of coho
mology sheaves (resp. hyperdirect images) and the arrows CiJ' f3j and r j 

are the edge homomorphisms for the first spectral sequences. 
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As we pointed out in the remark after Corollary 1.7, we see that a/s 
are isomorphisms. To show P/s to be isomorphisms, it thus suffices to 
show that so are r/s. We have 

¥!*~'=¥!*(ind lim §'(l)~')=ind lim ¥!*(§'(l)~'), 

since §,(l) ~j is (J) x.locally free. Hence yt'J(¥!*~') = ind lim yt'J(¥!*!F(l) ~'). 
Moreover, 

since the restriction of ¥! to C is proper over S. We are done, since 
§'(l) ~J is (J) x·coherent, hence 

yt'J(¥!*§'(l) ~') = RJ¥!*(§'(l) ~')= ¥!*yt'J(§'(l) ~'). 

Thus we have Theorem 1.1, (1). 

Since §,(n)KJ and !F(l)~J are (J)x·locally free of finite rank and since 
¥! is a Stein morphism of relative dimension n, we have R~¥!I(§'(n)KJ)=O 
and Rk¥!I(§'(I) ~J) = ° for k =/= n. Thus the same argument as above 
shows Theorem 1.2, (1). 

Finally, to conclude the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we need to 
show (4), (iv). We analyze Band BI through the first spectral sequences 
in greater detail than necessary here, since we need the result in the next 
section, where we sketch the proof of the fact that Band BI are holonomic 
left ~ s·modules with regular singularities and prove that the Poincare 
duality holds. 

We need the following consequences of Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, which 
we can show again using spectral sequences, our assumption at the 
beginning and Milnor's result in [M3]: 

Lemma 1.S. (i) yt'J(¥!*{J'x1T> ¥!*d)=O 

(ii) yt'J(¥!*{J'x/T, ¥!*(dFJ\» = {O rln+1 
¥!*Ux/s 

(iii) 

(iv) 

for j =/= 0, n. 

for j =/=n+ 1, 

for j=n+l. 

for j=l, 

for j=/= 1. 

j=o, 

j=/=O, n, 

j=n, 
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j=n, 

j=l=n,2n, 

j=2n. 
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In fact by Lemma 1.8, (ii), we easily see that the wedge product with dFI 

induces an (1) s-isomorphism 

(1)s={y e c;o*(1)x; dFI/\dy=O} 

~{7j e c;o*QhT; dr;=O, dF1/\7j=O}=.YfO(c;o*K·, c;o*o). 

Similarly by Lemma 1.8, (iv), we see that 

,:/fn(R"c;o,K', Rnc;o,O) = Rnc;oIQX/f/(dFI /\ dR"c;o,Qx/f), 

which is (l)s-isomorphic to R 2nc;ol(K', o)=(1)s. 
By Lemma 1.8, (i), (ii), we know that ({J*d: I:=c;o*Qx/T-+c;o*{Jx/f is 

surjective and that the kernel of c;o*(dF; /\): I-+c;o*Qx/f coincides with dF,. /\ 
c;o*Qx/f. For simplicity, let us denote c;o*d and c;o*(dF,./\) by d and dFI/\, 
respectively. We then have the following easy result for B: 

Proposition 1.9. (i) I:=c;o*{Jx/T has the following sequence of 
7C- I( (l) T )-submodules 

defined inductively by 

I(-k) :=d-1(dFI/\P-k+I» for k> 1, 

I': = (dFI /\)-I(dF,. /\dc;o*{Jx/f) = dc;o*Qx/f +dF,. /\c;o*Qx/f, 

10: =d-1(dF,. /\dc;o*Qx,f) = (ker d) + dF,. /\c;o*{Jx,f, 

Ik:=d-l(dFI/\Ik_l) for k>1. 

I' and P-k) are (l)s-submodules of 1. Moreover, dI(O)=dI =c;o*Qx/f, dlo= 
dF,./\I'=dI'=dF1/\dc;o*Qx/f and 

dP-k) =dF1 /\/(-1<+1), for k>l 

are all (1) s-submodules of c;o*{Jx/f. 
(ii) For k?:.O, the 7C- I((l)T)-homomorphism 8fd: I-+c;o*Qx/f·8fcc;o*K" 

induces 

for k?:.O. 

(iii) The wedge product with dF1 induces an (1) s-isomorphism 
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for k21. 

As for E!, we have the following: By Lemma 1.8, (iii), (iv), we 
know that Rncp!(dF1A): Rncp/!Jx -+Rncp!Q1:IT is injective and that the kernel 
of Rncp!d: RncpIQ1:IT-+RncpIQ:rIT coincides with dRncp/!Jx , since n>2. We 
again denote RnCP!d and RncpMF1A) simply by d and dF1A, respectively. 

Proposition 1.10. (i) Define the (!J s-submodule J of Rncp!(!J x by 

We then have a surjection d: J -+dJ = (dRncp!(!J x) n (ker (dFl A)) and a bijec
tion dF1A : J ~dF1AJ cdJ. J has a sequence of r;-l((!JT)-submodules 

defined inductively by 

J(-k) :=d-1(dF1AJ(-k+l») for k>l, 

Jo:=ker [d: Rncp!(!J x-+RnCP!Q1-IT]' 

Jk:=d-1(dF;AJk_1) for k> 1. 

J(-k) are (!Js-submodules of J. Moreover, 

for k21 

are all (!J s-submodules of Rncp!(Q1-IT)' 
(ii) For k>O, the homomorphism a~d: J-+(Rncp!Q1-IT)·a~CRncpIKo 

induces 

for k>O. 

(iii) The wedge product with dFl induces an (!J s-isomorphism 

for k21. 

§ 2. Regularity and the Poincare duality 

By the very definition, we have a canonical homomorphism of left 
f» s-modules 

which sends Efk) to E(k) for all k. By Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, the stalks of EI 
and E at s e S,,",D are E!s=(!Js./i9c(Rncp!Cx). and E.=(!Js,.Q9c(Rncp*Cx) •. 
It is well-known that (Rncp*CX )8=Hn(x., C), where Xs:=cp-l(S) is the 
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Milnor fiber, while (RncpICX )' is canonically isomorphic to the n-dimen
sional homology group H.,(X., C). Thus the above homomorphism " 
contains information on the canonical C-linear map 

for the Milnor fibers. By the Poincare duality for the Milnor fibers, we 
have canonically 

Hn(x" C)=Homc(Hn(X., C), C), 

which, together with ". gives (_1)n(n+I)/2 times the intersection pairing 
Hn(X" C) X H.,(X" C)~C. 

In this section, we extend these to the entire S in the context of 
~.-modules. In Saito's papers, the Poincare duality is not explicitly dealt 
with. As we see in Section 3, however, he deals with its formal microlocal 
version. As we also see in Section 4, he gives a description of the Poincare 
duality in terms of primitive forms when cp: X ~Sis a universal unfolding. 

We also give a sketch of the proof that Band Bl are holonomic left 
~ s-modules with regular singularities. 

Since B(-k)/B(-k-I)~cp*{)'Jr:i1 has support on D for each integer k by 
Theorem 1.1, we get a canonical injective lVs-linear map 

We can define on the resulting inductive limit 

ind limk _ oo :/f'om~iB(-k), lVs) 

a canonical left ~ s-module structure by letting 0 E e s act by 

(Ou)(~) :=O(u(~» -u(O~) 

for U E :/f'om~iB(-k), lVs) and ~ E B(-k-I). We also endow the inductive 
limit with the increasing filtration {W(k); k E Z} given by W(k) = 
:/f'ommiB(-k), lVs). 

Both (i) and (ii) in the following are due to Kashiwara. 

Theorem 2.1 (The Poincare duality). (i) For each integer k, we 
h ave a canonicallV s-homomorphism 

which is an isomorphism for k>O and which gives rise to a left ~s-isomor
phism 
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decreasing the filtration by n - 1. 
(ii) E! is the left ~s·module adjoint to E, i.e., 

As a consequence of (i), we first get the following: 

Corollary 2.2. E(k) is (f) s·locally free of rank fJ. for all integers k. In 
particular, E! is (f) s-flat. 

Proof E(k) for k>n is (f)s·locally free of rank fJ. by Theorem 2.1, 
(i), since so is E(!) for 1-::;' -1 by Theorem 1.1, (4), (i). We are done as 
in Corollary 1.7. 

Remark. As Kashiwara pointed out, E(k) for k> 1 may not be 
(f) s·locally free. Thus the canonical homomorphism E -+E ®~s(f) sC *D), 
given in (2) below immediately before Theorem 2.6, may not be an 
isomorphism. 

We also sketch the proof of the following regularity in this section 
(cf. Appendix). 

Theorem 2.3. E and EI are holonomic left ~ s·modules with regular 
singularities. Their characteristic varieties in the cotangent bundle T*S 
of S are both equal to the union (TtS) U (T~S) of the zero section TtS 
of T* S and the closure T~S in T* S of the conormal bundle in S of the 
smooth locus of the discriminant D. 

As the first step in proving these results, we recall the following from 
Saito's papers, which reappear in Section 4 and in Appendix: 

The fiber product Z:=X X TS is obviously an open set in e n + l X em 
containing the origin with coordinates (x, s)=(xo, ... , Xn> tl , ••• , tm). 

We denote by p: Z-+S and II: Z-+Xthe projections. cp: X-+S gives rise 
to the section a: X -+Z of II defined by O'(x, t'): = (x, Fl(x, t'), ('). Thus 
0' is an isomorphism onto the nonsingular hypersurface a(X) = {(x, s) E Z; 
F(x, s)=O}, where F(x, s):= tl-Fl(x, t'). 

We have 

II 
Z~X 

pl q lq 
S~T 

7C 
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C:=II-l(C)=Specan ((!}z/(oF/oxo, ••• , of/ox .. )) 

so that p: C ~S is the base extension of q: C ~ T by lr: S ~ T. Since the 
fibers of cp have at most isolated singularities, C (resp. C) is finite over S 
(resp. T) and is a complete intersection in Z (resp. X), hence is Cohen
Macaulay. Thus P*(!}{J is (!}s-locally free of rank equal to the Milnor 
number p. Similarly, q*(!}o is (!}T-Iocally free of rank p. 

We have an exact sequence 

F 
O~(!}{J~{!}{J~q*{!}o~O 

and C n q(X) = q( C), where the arrow with F denotes the multiplication 
by the restriction (F to C of F:=F(x, s) regarded as an element of 
HO(Z, (!}z). We thus have the following: 

Lemma 2.4. (i) The {!}s-module Cp*{!}o has an (!}s-locally free resolu-
tion 

(ii) Let LI: = det (p*(F» be the determinant of the {!} s-endomorphism 
p*(F) ofp*(!}{J. Then the divisor Specan ({!}s/LI{!}s) is set-theoretically equal 
to the discriminant D of cpo 

Let Q"z/s with d:=dz/s be the complex of relative Kahler differential 
forms for the smooth morphism p: Z ~S of relative dimension n+ 1. The 
wedge product with dF= -dE;. gives rise to another complex (Q"z/s, dF /\) 
of (!) z-modules as in Section 1. Then we have the following, the first 
assertion of which is again due to Saito [Sk3]. 

Lemma 2.5. (i) (The generalized de Rham lemma) 

.Y(lJ(Q"z/s, dF /\)= {~~/M(dF I\Q~/s) 
(ii) (The Poincare lemma) 

for j:;t=n+l 

for j=n+ 1. 

for j=O 

for j:;t=O. 

(iii) Q~/M(dF /\Q"z/s) is (!}{J-invertible and 

F 
O~Q~iM(dF /\Q~/s)~Q~/M(dF /\Q"z/s)~q*Q'}i1~O 
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is exact. Taking its direct image under p, we get an eJ s-locally free resolu
tion of CP*.Q~/~. 

Consider the left !?d s-module 

eJs(*D):= eJs[LI-1]=ind lim._®eJs(vD), 

the sheaf of germs of merom orphic functions on S whose poles have 
support on D. Since grk(B) and grk(B!) for each k E Z are isomorphic to 
CP*.Q~/~ by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we have by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 the 
equalities of left !?d s-modules for each k: 

as well as canonical left !?d s-isomorphisms 

ind limk_®J'l'om~S<B(-k-l), eJs) 

= J'l'om~S<B, eJ s(*D» = J'l' ommiB(i!).l!J S<*D), eJ S<*D». 

Thus Theorem 2.1, (i) will be the consequence of the following: 
(1 ) There exists a perfect eJ s-bilinear pairing 

< , ): Bfn) XB(-I)~eJS. 

Its scalar extension 

< , ): (BI(i!).seJs(*D»X(B(i!)mseJs(*D»~eJs(*D) 
is a perfect eJ s-bilinear pairing satisfying 

<Or;, ~) + <r;, O~) =O<r;, ~) 

for all 0 E e s, r; E B/F).seJ s( *D) and ~ E B(i!).i *D). 
(2) The canonical !?ds-homomorphism B!---,;B,(i!)mseJs(*D) is an 

isomorphism. 
The following is a particular case of the relative Serre duality due to 

Ramis-Ruget [RR]. 

Theorem 2.6. For each j, the composite 

of the cup product with the trace map is a perfect topological eJ s-bilinear 
pairing, where CP*.Q~/f-j (resp. Rncpl.Q!rtT) is a Frechet nuclear space (resp. 
the strong dual of a Frechet nuclear space). Similarly, we have a perfect 
topological (1) s-bilinear pairing 
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Lemma 2.7. There exist canonical perfect @s-bilinear pairings 

< >. ;:;r(n) X ;:;r(-I) ... /() 
, • {".,Jl J;...J --rClS' 

(( , )): p*(Q~/1f(dF /\Q~/s» X p*(Q~/1f(dF /\Q~/s»----+@s 

such that for each k 2 0 the @s-bilinear pairing 

induced by the former is perfect and coincides with the perfect @ s-bilinear 
pairing 

induced by the latter under suitable identifications gr n +k(B!)=9*Q:l:-/1= 
gr-k(B). 

Proof. On the one hand, Bin)=dJ ={dp E dRn9 !@x; dE;/\ dp=O} 
by Proposition 1.10, (ii). On the other hand, we have an isomorphism 
(dFl/\): III'=;.dI(-I)ldlo=B(-I) by Proposition 1.9, (iii), where I=9*Q:l:-/T 

-::JI' =d9*Q:l:-,~+dFI/\9*Q:l:-'~' 
The canonical surjection Rn9 !Q:l:-/0-,;Rn91(K",o)=@s with kernel 

dFl/\dRn9IQ:l:-,~ coincides with the trace map. By Theorem 2.6, we have 
a perfect topological pairing 

which sends (r, a) to the image [r U a] E @s of r U a E Rn9!Q:l:-/~. 

It induces a perfect pairing dJ X (III') -';@s' Indeed, [r U 1'] = 0 
means 

(*) 0= [r U (dE; /\9*Q:l:-,i:)]= [(dFJ\r) U 9*Q:l:-,0]= [dF1/\(r U 9*Q:l:-,~)] 

and 

[rUdw]=O 

(*) is equivalent to dFI /\ r = 0 by the relative Serre duality in Theorem 2.6. 
(*) also implies rU9*Q:l:-,~cdRn9!Q:l:-,~+dE;/\Rn9!Q:l:-,~ by Lemma 1.8, 
(iv) , hence d(r U w) E dFl/\dRn9!Q:l:-,~ for all WE 9*Q:l:-i0. Thus (**) is 
equivalent under (*) to [(dr)Uw]=[d(rUw)]-[rUdw]=O for all WE 

9*Q:l:-,0 again by the relative Serre duality. Hence [r U 1'] = 0 is equivalent 
to dr=0=dF1/\r, which is nothing but r E dJ by Lemma 1.8, (iii). 

Thus we have a perfect @s-bilinear pairing 
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for df3 e dJ=B\lI) and [dlCtl e dP-l)jdlo=B(-1), where [da_1]is the coset 
of da_ 1 e dI(-l) modulo dIo and ao e I is determined uniquely modulo I' 
by da_l=dF1/\ao. By its scalar extension, we have an <Ps-bilinear pairing , 

whose restrictions to Bfn +1<-I) X B(-~) and Bfll+k) X B(-k-I) have values in 
<P s' Hence we get an <P s-bilinear pairing 

On the other hand, we clearly have an exact sequence of complexes 

where the arrow with F denotes the multiplication by F. It induces exact 
sequences of complexes 

O---»(p*Q"z/s, dF /\)---»(p*Q"z/s, dF /\)---»(CP*Q"x/T, dE; /\)---»0 

and 

O~(RncpIQ"xIT' dE; /\)---»(Rn + Ip1Q"z/S, dF /\)---»(Rn+lp1Q"z/s, dF /\)~O. 

By Lemma 1.8, (ii), (iv) and by similar results obtained from Lemma 2.5, 
the exact sequences of cohomology sheaves arising from these exact 
sequences are reduced to 

where 

:t'":=ker [dF/\ : RlI+lpl<pZ---»Rn+lplQ~/S] 

~:=coker [dF/\ : p*Q~/s---»p*Q~i.§]. 

By Lemma 2.5, both :t'" and ~ are canonically isomorphic to the locally 
free <P s-module p*(Q~iMCdF /\ Q~/s)) of rank p.. 

By Theorem 2.6; we have a perfect topological <P s-bilinear pairing 

for each j, sending (b, a) to [b U a], where the bracket denotes the trace 
map Rn+lpIQ~i.§~<Ps which is surjective and has kernel dRn+lpIQ~/S by 
Lemma 2.5, (ii). These pairings for diiferentj's are obviously compatible 
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with dF A so that we have a perfect lV s-bilinear pairing « , »: .YI" X ~ ~lV s 
which sends (b, [daD to 

«b, [da]»:= -[b U (da)] = [(db) U a], 

where b is in .YI"cRn+lpllVz and [da] is the image in ~ of da e dp*{J}:/s= 
p*n~i1. 

d induces lV s-linear isomorphisms Rn+lpl(d): .YI" ~ d.Yl" cRn+1P1 n~/s 
and p*(d): i/i'~~, which obviously commute with Rn+p!(F) and p*(F), 
respectively, where i:=p*n~/s and i':={a e i; da e dFAp*n~/s}. Hence 
we have a perfect lV s-bilinear pairing 

The lVs-bilinear pairing which it induces on the cokernels of Rn+lpl(F) 
and p*(F) and which has values in lVS<*D)/lVs is perfect and coincides with 
the pairing gr1l+k(Bl)xgr-k(B)~lVS<*D)/lVs above induced by < , > for 
k>O, since B(-k) is then lVs-locally free by Theorem l.l, (4), (i). Thus 
we conclude that this latter is also perfect. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We show (1) and (2) stated immediately 
before Theorem 2.6. 

By Lemma 2.7, we already have the perfect lVs-bilinear pairing re
quired in (1). Its scalar extension to lVS<*D) satisfies <0'1), ~>+<'1), O~>= 
0<'1), ~>, since f1»0 for IJ large enough preserves Blk) and B(k) for k e Z 
and for 0 e e s by the definition of the action of 0 on K". 

Using Lemma 2.7, we can show by induction on k>O that the 
induced lV s-bilinear pairing 

is perfect for k>O. Hence we have canonical isomorphisms 

B1=ind limk_ooBln+k>-~ind limk_ooJ'Z"Om~sCB(-k-I), lVs) 

= J'Z" ommsCB, lV s< *D»~B{!i9m8lV sC *D). 

Thus we have (2). 
B1=B* in (ii) was shown in a more general context byJKashiwara-

Schapira [KS] as we see in Appendix. q.e.d. 

Remark. Kashiwara also constructed the q; s-isomorphism 

B*~ind limk __ ooJ'Z"om~8{B(k), lVs) 

using the first Spencer sequence 
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which is exact for k large enough at each point of S. 

A sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.3. By Theorem 2.1, (ii), it suffices 
to check the assertion only for B. 

To compute the characteristic variety of B, we look at the non
negative part of the filtration 

OeBCO) eBCI) e ..... . 

by @s-coherent submodules. By the definition of our <i'-I(~s)-module struc
ture on K", the associated graded gr(~s)-module BCO)E9(EE\~1 BCk)/Bck-I)) 
is the fiber product of 

( i ) BCO) which is annihilated by grl(~ s) ~ 8 sand 
(ii) (<i'*Q1-j1)®~s@s[01] on which each e E grl(~s) acts as ol·<i'*([OFD, 

where e, 01 E grl(~s) are the images of 0, 01 E 8 s and where <i'*([OFD is 
the image of OF E @z in <i'*@c acting as multiplication on <i'*Q1-j1 

(iii) with respect to the surjective homomorphisms 

the first one being the canonical surjection BCO)-+BCO)/Bc-I) while the 
second being the reduction modulo 01. 

Thus the characteristic variety is (T~S) U (T"ES) and B is holonomic. 
Unfortunately, the graded gr(~s)-module above is not reduced, 

hence we cannot immediately conclude that B has regular singularities. 
Instead, Saito uses Deligne's criterion 

8 s( -log D) . BCk) e BCk) for k E Z 

for regularity, where 8sC -log D):={O E 8 s: Oil E il@s}. 
By the definition of the action of 0 on K", we have OBCk) eBCk) for 

all k E Z if and only if 0 belongs to the kernel of 8 s-+<i'*@c which sends 0 
to <i'*([OFD. As we see in Proposition 4.1, this kernel coincides with 
8 s( -log D) when <i': X -+S is a universal un/olding, and we are done in 
this case. The general case is a pull-back of a universal unfolding, hence 
the regularity also follows. q.e.d. 

§ 3. Formal microlocalization and the higher residue pairing 

In this section, we consider the formal microlocalizations 8, 81 of B, 
BI with respect to the variable tl as well as their direct images 7r*8, 7r*81• 

They are much easier to handle than B, BI and appear in Saito's papers 
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together with 11:*8. In fact, as was pointed out by Kashiwara (cf. [Sm7]), 
Saito's higher residue pairing is nothing but the formal microlocal Poincare 
duality between 11:*8 and 11:*81• 

Definition. (i) We denote by A:=l!JT«oll» the ring of formal 
Laurent series in 011 with coefficients in l!JT, i.e., those of the form 
L;.eza.oi with a. e l!JT and a.=O for IJ sufficiently large. We endow it 
with an increasing filtration {A(kl ; k e Z} defined by 

We denote bye: A-+A the l!JT-algebra involution such that oi: = -01. 
We regard A as a left 1I:*~s-module by letting () e 8 Tc1I:*8s act on the 
coefficients of Laurent series, letting 01 e 1I:*8s act as multiplication by 01 
and letting t1 e 1I:*l!Js act as the derivation -0/0(01) (the microlocal Fourier 
transform !). 

(ii) We define the ring of formal microdifferentialoperators on S 
by 

J s: =!!) S®.-1(.Tl[81]1I:-1(A). 

Definition. (If", a):=(K·, O)®q-l(.TlQ-1(A) is the complex 

.. .. .. 
A 0 A 0 0 A 

O~K-1~KO~ ... ~Kn~o 

on X defined for each integer j by 

](J: = .Q~/J.«011» = .Q~/J.®q-l(.TlQ -l(A) 

which consists of elements of the form L;.ezw.oi with w. e .Q~/J. such that 
w.=O for IJ sufficiently large. We define an increasing filtration on Ki by 

§(kl](J:={L;.w.oi; w.=O forj+k-n<lJ} 

for k e Z. The Q-l(A)-linear map a: ](J-+](J+l sends woi in KJ with w e 
.Q~/J. to 

a(woO: = (dw)oi - (dFl/\. W)Oi+l. 

A left ~-I(~s)-module structure on each ](J is defined exactly as for KJ in 
Section 1, so that](· becomes a complex of left ~-l(J s)-modules and a is 
~-I(Js)-linear satisfying a(§(kl](J)c§(klKJ+1. 

By direct calculation using Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, we have the follow
ing, which is much easier to prove than Corollary 1.7: 
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Proposition 3.1. We have JffJ(K', 8)=0 for j=l=n, Jffn(K',8) has 
support on C and, together with the filtration induced by /1", coincides with 
the fF-adic completion of Jffn(K' , 0), i.e., 

Jffn(K', 8)=proj limk _ oo Jffn(K', o)lfF(-k)Jffn(K', 0), 

By this result, the second spectral sequences degenerate and we get 
the following, which is much simpler than the corresponding statements 
in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2: 

Theorem 3.2. Both RJcp*(K', 8)= JffJ(cp*K', cp*8) and RicpJ(K', 8)= 
JffJ-n(RnCPJK', RncpJ8) vanish for j =f=.n. Moreover, we have canonical iso
morphisms of filtered left J s-modules 

8= Rncp*(K', 8)= Jffn(cp*K', cp*8)=cp*ytn(K', 8) 
8! = Rncp!(K', 8)= Jffo(RncpJK', RncpJ8) = cp*Jffn(K', 8), 

where the filtrations on the right hand terms are those induced by /I" and 
where 

:6 . - pro'; lim B IB( - k) ..... 1 • - J k_oo 1 1 , 

with the filtrations {8(!): Ie Z} and {Ef!); Ie Z} induced by {B(/); Ie Z} 
and {Bf!); Ie Z}. Under these isomorphisms, the canonical J s-homomor
phism K: 8J~8 induced by K: BJ~B is afiltration preserving isomorphism, 

In the same way as Lemma 1.8, we obtain the following using 
Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, The proof is easier this time, since q: X~T is a 
smooth Stein morphism with contractible fibers and of relative dimension 
n+l: 

Lemma 3.3. 

(i) JffJ(q*{)'x/T> q*(d» = {~T for j=O 

for j=l=O. 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

JffJ(q*{)'x/T, q*(dF1!\»= {O 
q*{)x,1 

JffJ(Rn+lqJ{)'x/T, Rn+lqJ(d» = {~T 

for j=l=n+ 1 

for j=n+1. 

for j=l=n+l 

for j=n+1. 

for j=O 

for j=l=O, 

By Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3,3, we get the following by means 
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of the spectral sequences exactly as in Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 3.2 (see also 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 as well as the paragraphs immediately before them): 

Theorem 3.4. Both Rfq*(K", B)=:/ff(q*K", q*B) and R!q,(K:, B)= 
:/f!-n-I(Rn+lq/<:, Rn+1q,B) vanish for j=/=n. Moreover, we have canonical 
isomorphisms of filtered left 7C *1 s-modules 

7C*E=Rnq*(K:, B)=:/fn(q*K', q*B)=q*:/fn(K", 8) 
7C*E,=Rnq,(K", B)=:/f-I(Rn+lqlK", Rn+lqIB)=q*:/fn(K', B). 

Under these isomorphisms, the 7C*1 s-homomorphism 7C*(i): 7C*E1---+7C*E is 
a filtration preserving isomorphism. Furthermore, 

grk(7C*EI)=grk(7C*8)~q*{)'Jci~ 

are (!) T-locally free of rank fl. for each k and 

gr(7C*E) = gr(7C*E1)= (q*{)'Jci~) ®~T gr(A) 

so that 7C*E and 7C*E1 are A-locally free of rank fl., while 7C*E(k) and 7C*Efk) 
for each k are locally free modules of rank fl. over A(O) = (!)T[[al l]]. 

Note that the associated graded rings and modules above are with 
respect to our filtrations, so that, for instance, gr(A) = (!)T[Ob all] is the 
Laurent polynomial ring in a variable 01, The last assertions above 
follow from the lemma of Krull-Azumaya-Nakayama. 

Remark. Later, we need the following, which we can show using 
Lemma 3.3, (i) and (ii): 

(i) 7C*B=:/fn(q*K', q*o). 
(ii) The multiplication by al is bijective on 7C*B,~ even though it is 

only surjective on B by Theorem 1.1, (4), (ii). 
(iii) 7C*B(k)=a~7C*B(O) for all integers k. 
The proof of (i) is exactly the same as that of Theorem 1.1, (i). We 

can show (ii), hence (iii), as in Lemma 1.5, (iii), thanks to Lemma 3.3, (i). 

The following is essentially the higher residue pairing in Saito's 
papers. It was recognized to be the formal microlocal Poincare duality 
by Kashiwara (cf. M. Saito [Sm7]). 

Theorem 3.5 (The formal microlocal Poincare duality). For the locally 
free modules 7C*E1 and 7C*E of rank fl. over the ring A=(!)T((all», we have a 
canonical nondegenerate pairing p: 7C*E1 X 7C*E---+A which is A-linear for the 
first factor and A-semilinear with respect to the involution t of A for the 
second. It satisfies the following properties for TJ e 7Cit<EI and e e 7C*E: 
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( i ) P is (!) T-bilinear and 

per;, ~)a, = p(a1r;, ~) = per;, - al~)' 

{)(p(r;, ~)) = p({)r;, ~) + per;, ()~), 

where the left hand side denotes the action of () on the coefficients in (!}T of 
the Laurent seriesp(r;, ~) eA. 

(iii) As for the action of tl e 11:*(!) s C 11:*<ff s, we have 

where the left hand side denotes the derivation -a/a(a,) acting on the Laurent 
series per;, ~). 

(iv) For each pair k, I of integers, we have 

p(~ e-(n+l+ k) ~ e-U)) _ A(k+ I) 
"'*~! " .. *......-

and the induced pairing 

- . nn+1 X nn+l rn +1 +k( e- ) X grl( eo) _ ~··'"grk +I(A) _ A'l pn+l+k,I' q*UX/S q*UX/S=g 11:*'-'1 11:*,"" --r -lYT 

is a nondegenerate (!}T-bilinear pairing. 

Remark. Saito calls Po,o the residue paIrIng and ~hows it to be 
symmetric. Composing p with the filtration preserving 11:*tff s-isomorphism 
11:*(iC)-I: 11:* 8 c::; 11:*81 , we get a pairing K: 11:*8 X 11:*8-+A, which Saito calls 
the higher residue pairing and which satisfies K(r;, ~)=K(~, r;)'. 

Proof By Lemma 3.3, (iii), we have the trace homomorphism 

which is surjective with kernel dRn+lql {J'l/T' By Ramis-Ruget [RR], we 
have the relative Serre duality (cf. Theorem 2.6), i.e., the cup product 
induces a perfect topological (!}T-bilinear pairing 

P· Rn+'q nj+l X q nn-j-----'"Rn+'q nn+l~,"A'l . IUX/T *UX/T--r 1~':X/T--rlYT 

for eachj. Obviously, Rn+'q,(dFJ\) and q*(dFJ\) are mutually adjoint 
with respect to p, while Rn+'q,(d) and -q*(d) are mutually adjoint with 
respect to p, since the trace map has kernel equal to dRn+lql {J'l/T' 

We now extend this p uniquely to a pairing 
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so that it is A-linear for the first factor and A-semilinear with respect to 
the involution c of A for the second factor. Thanks to this twisting, we 
easily see that Rn+'q!(8) and -q*(8) are mutually adjoint with respect to p. 
By Theorem 3.4, we have 

7r*8! =ker [Rn+'q!(8): Rn+'q!K-'-----+Rn+'qJ(O] 

7r*8 = coker [q*(8): q*Kn-'-----+q*Kn]. 

Thus we have a pairing p: 7r*8! X 7r*8--+A which is A-linear for the first 
factor and A-semilinear with respect to c for the second. By the definition 
of our filtration, we clearly have 

for each pair k, I of integers. 
The pairings Pn+1+k,! induced on the associated graded modules are 

easily seen to be nondegenerate bilinear forms on the (iJT-Iocally free 
module q*{.J'1i1 of rank p.. Hence, we have the equality in (iv) and p 
itself is necessarily nondegenerate. 

(i) follows from the A-linearity for the first factor and A-semi
linearity for the second. 

(ii) and (iii) are immediate by direct calculation. q.e.d. 

Remark. We can rephrase Theorem 3.5 as follows: By sending 
r; E 7r*8! to the homomorphism which sends ~ E 7r*8 to per;, ~) E A, we 
have a left 7r *j s-isomorphism 

which decreases the filtration by n+ 1, where the right hand side consists 
of A-semilinear homomorphisms u from 7r*8 to A with respect to c, where 
the left 7r*j s-module structure is defined for ~ E 7r*8 by 

(aIU)(~) :=u( -al~)=a,· u(~) 

(tIU)(~): = tl(U(~))+ U(tl~) 
(8u)(~) :=8(u(~))-u(8~) for 8 E eT 

and where those U with u(7r*8(!)) CA(k+l) for all IE Z belong to the k-th 
filtration. 

M. Saito [Sm7] identifies the right hand side as the left 7r*j s-module 
adjoint to 7r*8 and relates Theorem 3.5 to Theorem 2.1. 
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§ 4. Universal unfoldings and primitive forms 

For the holomorphic map cp: X ~S of our concern, we again consider 
as in Section 2 the fiber product Z: = X X TS with the projections p: Z ~S 
and II: Z ~ X. Thus cp gives rise to a section a: X ~Z for II which is an 
isomorphism onto the nonsingular hypersurface a(X) = {(x, s) E Z; F(x, s) 
=o} with F(x, s):=f1-F1(x, f'). Recall also that 

C=a- 1(C)= Specan ((!)x/(aF;/axo, •• " aF1/axn)) 

C=II- 1(C)=Specan((!)z/(aF/axo, "', aFjaxn )) 

a(C)=Cna(X)=Specan((!)z/(F, aF/axo, "', aFjaxn)). 

Remark. Forf(x):=F1(x,0), the fiber XO:=cp-l(O) over the origin 
is the hypersuiface {x E Zo;!(x)=O} in Zo= p-l(O)=Cn + 1• The fiber of 
p*(!)c at 0 is 

while the fiber 

of Cp*(!)c at 0 is nothing but 

and classifies the first order deformations of Xo without regard to the 
embedding. 

Definition. cp: X~S is said to be a universal unfolding if the (!)s-linear 
map sending () E es to the image {)F in P*(!)6 of {)F under the canonical 
projectionp*(!)z~p*(!)6 is an isomorphism es =+p*(!)6. 

Thus in this case, m=dim S coincides with the Milnor number fJ. 
Saito's theory describes the Gauss-Manin systems Band B! for 

cp: X~S, which contain cohomological information on the fibers, in terms 
of interesting linear algebra on e s' This feature is in marked contrast to 
the usual deformation theory, in which we describe the tangent spaces of 
the parameter space in terms of the cohomology groups of sheaves on the 
fibers. 

As the first set of ingredients for the linear algebra on e s, the 
universality of cp induces on e s the structure of a commutative and associa
tive (1J s-algebra as well as an (!) s-module endomorphism w of e s as 
follows: 
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Proposition 4.1. For a universal unfolding rp: X ~S, define an (!}T-sub'" 
module of 7r *8 s by 

~:={g e 7r*8s ; [g,81]=O}=(!}T8198T. 

(1) The (!}T-linear map which sends g e ~ to the image [gF] of gF 
under 7r*P*(!}z~q*f!Ja is an isomorphism ~=+-q*(!}a. This induces on ~ a 
commutative and associative 7r*f!J s-algebra structure with 81 as the identity, 
where the multiplications g*g' e ~ and tl*g e ~ for g, g' e ~ are defined by 

[(g*g')F]: = [gF] . [g' F] and [(tl *g)F]: = [Fa· [gF]. 

We denote by A the (!) T-linear endomorphism of ~ which sends g e ~ to 
A(g):=tl*g e ~. 

(2) By the identification 7r*~=8s= P*(!}{J, we have the structure of a 
commutative and associative (!}s-algebra on 8 s with 81 as the identity. More
over, the f!J s-module endomorphism w of 8 s defined by 

for 0 e 8 s 

coincides with the multiplication ofp*(F) on p*f!J{J, is injective and has (!}s
locally free image equal to the sheaf 

of germs of holomorphic vector fields on S with logarithmic zeros along D, 
where LI=det(p*(F»=det (w) as in Lemma 2.4. 

(3) We have 

LI-1w(O)LI=O(trace (w» = p(Ot1)-O (trace (A» 

for 0 e 8 s, with the Milnor number p=dim S. 

Proof (1) follows from the definition of universality, since p*f!J{J= 
p*II*(!}a= 7r*q*f!Ja. 

(3) is a consequence of (2). Indeed, w(O) is in 8 s< -log D) by (2), 
hence w(O)LI belongs to LI(!} s. We get the desired equality by comparing 
the leading coefficients, since LI=tr-(trace A)tr-I+ .... 

Here is a sketch of the more involved proof of (2) due to Saito [SkI I , 
(2.3) and (4.3)]: In view of Lemma 2.4, it suffices to show that 8 s< -log D) 
coincides with the kernel of the f!J s-linear map sending 0 e 8 s to [OF] e 
f{J*(!}c. 

The scheme-theoretic image of C under rp is Specan (f!J s/ f), where 
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We first note that f is principal, i.e., f =hms for some h, and has the 
same radical as L1(1} s, since C is an (m -1 )-dimensional complete intersec
tion in X and is finite over S. We thus have 

Any 0 E e s can be written as 0 = aal + 0' with a E (1}s and 0' E 11:*e T' Thus 
by the chain rwe applied to q;: X -.S, we have 

q;*(Oh) = (OF) Ix' q;*(alh)+O'(q;*h), 

where (OF) Ix is the pull-back of OF E HO(Z, (1}z) by (1: X -.Z, while 0' is 
the lifting of 0' to ex so that O'tj=O'tJ for 2<j<m and O'xt=O for 0< 
i<n. 

q;: X -.S is a universal unfolding by assumption. Hence, as Saito 
shows, f coincides with its radical and there exists a codimension one 
analytic subset C' C C such that the germ of the map q; at each point in 
C"'-. C' is analytically trivial. Thus (a/atJY'(q;*h) for 2<j <m vanishes on 
C, while the image of q;*(alh) in (1}0 is not a zero divisor. By restricting 
the above identity to C, we get 

and conclude that [OF]=O if and only if [q;*(Oh)]=O, i.e., Oh E f =h(1}s' 
q.e.d. 

Saito introduced the notion of primitive forms, which enables us to 
describe 11:*8 completely in terms of linear algebra on (9'={g E 11:*es ; [g, al] 
=O}. It was M. Saito who proved in [Sm7] the local existence of good 
primitive forms in general. 

Theorem 4.2 (K. Saito and M. Saito). If S is small enough, then there 
exists 

which satisfies the following properties: 
( i ) The map sending 0 E e s to Oe E B(O) is an (1) s-isomorphism. In 

particular, B(O) = ese, hence B = P) se. 
(i') The image in gr-I(11:*8)~q*.Q:i-/1 ofe E 11:*8(-1) is a generator as 

an invertible q*(1}o-module. Hence for each integer k, the map sending 
g E (9' to the image in grk (11:*8) of ga~, E 11:*8(k) is an (1}T-linear isomorphism 
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and the map sending g®a~ to gem; is a filtration preserving A-linear isomor
phism 

(iii) For the higher residue pairing 

in the remark after Theorem 3.5, we have 

for all g, g' E (g. 

(iv) For the Euler operator E: = W(OI) = t1o1-A(OI) E 7!'*61sC-Iog D), 
we have Er;, = rr;, for a rational number r. 

Remark. We do not reproduce the long proof here. A result of 
Malgrange [M2] first reduces it to a problem on the fiber 7!'-I( 0). Then a 
crucial role is played by the deep results due to Deligne, Varchenko, 
Scherk and Steenbrink in the theory of mixed Hodge structures. 

K. Saito calls r;, satisfying (i') through (iv) a primitive form. (i) is 
certainly stronger than (i') and is a consequence of M. Saito's proof of the 
local existence. He constructs a section for E ~grO(E) which is "good" 
with respect to various filtrations. Let us here call such a primitive form 
good. 

According to both Saitos, however, we might need to impose addi
tional conditions on good primitive forms for them to be of intrinsic 
interest in the general case. See also the remark immediately before 
Proposition 4.5 below. 

By Proposition 4.1, we have a commutative and aSSOCIatIVe 7!'*(!Js
algebra multiplications g*g' and t1*g=A(g) on (g. Hence clearly by (i), 
(ii), (iii) above, there exist 17 gg' E (g, N(g) E (g and J(g, g') E (!JT for each 
pair g, g' in (g such that 

gg'r;, = (/7 gg')r;, + (g*g')OIr;" 

tlgr;,=N(g)ollr;,+A(g)r;, and 

K(gr;" g'r;,) = J(g, g')oln-l. 

The following is then immediate by straightforward computation: 
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Lemma 4.3. A primitive form" e HO(S, 8(-1») determines a biadditive 
map 

sending (g, g') to Ii' gg', 

an <!JT-linear endomorphism N: C§~C§ and a nondegenerate symmetric <!JT-
bilinear form J: C§X C§~<!JT which together satisfy the following properties 
for all g, g', g" in C§: 

(I) For a E <!JT, we have Ii'(ag)g' =a{l7 gg') and Ii' iag')= (ga)g' + 
a{l7 gg'), where (ga) e <!J T C 7r:*<!J s is the derivative of a with respect to g e C§ 
C7r:i?)s' 

(2) li'alg=O and Ii' gOl=O. 
(3) li'[g,g'Jg" = Ii' iii' g,g")-Ii' g,{l7 gg") and 

Ii' ig'*g")-Ii' g,(g*g'')+g*{l7 g,g")_g'*{l7 ggll)=[g, g']*g". 

This latter for g"=al is reduced to the torsion-freeness Ii' gg'-Ii' g,g=[g, g'], 
where [g, g'] : = gg' - g' g e C§ is the Lie bracket. 

(4) Ii' g(N(g'» = N(1i' gg') and 

Ii' g(A(g'»- A{l7 gg') = (gtl)g' +N(g*g')-g*(N(g')+ g'). 

(5) J(g*g', g")= J(g', g*g") and 

g(J(g', g"»=J{l7 gg', g")+J(g', Ii' gg"). 

(6) J(A(g), g')=J(g, A(g'» and 

(n+ I)J(g, g')=J(N(g), g')+J(g, N(g'». 

(7) N(al)=ral holds for the rational number r in Theorem 4.2, (iv). 
Moreover, the Euler operator E = Weal) = tlal - A(al) satisfies Ii' gE = - N(g) 
+(r+ I) and [E, g]=N(g)-(r+ I)g-Ii' A(al)g. 

If we denote by La, the Lie derivative with respect to at> then the 
<!J T-submodule 

of 7r:*Q1 is dual to C§ with the nondegenerate <!JT-bilinear paIrIng, 
< , >: ofF X C§~<!J T induced by the canonical <!J s-bilinear pairing < , >: 
Q1 X e s~<!J s' The <!J T-bilinear form J on C§ then gives rise to an <!J T
isomorphism (resp. <!J s-isomorphism) 
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denoted by the same letter, so that <J(g), g') = J(g, g') for g, g' E '91 
(resp. e s). By Lemma 4.3, we have 

<J(N(J-I(r;»), g) = (f), (n+ l)g- N(g» 

<J(g'*J-I(r;», g) = <1), g'*g) 

for g, g' E '91 (resp. e s) and 1) E !F (resp. Q1) as well as 

<J(A(J-I(1)), g) = <1), A(g» 

<J(w(J-I(r;»), e) = <r;, wee»~ 

for g E '91 and 1) E !F 

for e E es and 1) E Q1. 

By Lemma 4.3 we have an integrable connection 17: e T X '91---+ '91 on 
'91, i.e., a left EiJT-module structure. Thus in addition to * and A on '91 
and * and w on es given by the universality as in Proposition 4.1, a 
choice of a primitive form provides the second set of ingredients for linear 
algebra on '91 and e s as follows: 

Proposition 4.4. Let 17, J and N correspond to a primitive form t; E 

HO(S, B(-I) as in Lemma 4.3 and denote by the same letters the pullbacks 
to es by 7':. 

( i ) '9Ir : = {o E '91; 17 gO = 0 for all g E '91} is a C T-submodule of '91 of 
rank equal to p=dim S such that 

and 

with e~=7':-I('9Ir). Moreover, '9Ir contains 01 and has the properties [0, 0'] 
=0 and 

for all 0, 0' E '9Ir. N induces a CT-endomorphism of '9Ir with N(ol)=rol, 
while J induces a nondegenerate symmetric C T-bilinear form J: '9Ir X '9Ir ---+ 
C T such that 

(n+ I)J(o, o')=J(N(o), o')+J(o, N(o'» 

for all 0,0' E '9Ir. In particular, (n+ I)-a is an eigenvalue of N if so is a. 
(ii) We have the dual integrable connection 17: e T X!F ---+!F and its 

pull-back 17: e s X Q1---+Q1 so that !Fr: = {w E !F; 17 gW = 0 for all gEe T} is 
aCT-module of rank p satisfying 

and 

with (Q1Y = 7':-I(.~r) killed by the exterior differentiation ds on Q1. N 
induces a CT-endomorphism of ,f7r, while J induces a CT-isomorphis,m 
J: '9Ir :::::;,f7f and a Cs-isomorphism J: e~:::::;(Q1Y. 
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Remark. We need the following simple observations later: If 
{ai, .. " ap} and {a~, .. " a~} are CT-bases of t§' satisfying J(at, a~)=Otj, 
then {J(a0, .. " J(a~)} is a CT-basis of /F' dual to the CT-basis {ai, .. " ap} 

of t§' so that we have 

as well as 

g= L:IS;jS;P J(g, a j)a~ 
7)= L:IS;JS;P (7), a j>J(a~) 

for g E t§, 

for 7) E /F 

dsv= L:IS;jS;P (a jv)J(aj) and 

17 o(dsv) = L:IS;jS;P (oa jv)J(a~) 

for v E l!J sand 0 E e s' Saito defines the sheaf of flat coordinates on S by 

/F~:={u E (!Js; au E Cs for all a E e~} 

={u E l!Js ; aa'u=o for all a, a' E e~} 

={u E (!Js; (00' -f7 00')u=0 for all 0, 0' E es}, 

which is a C s-submodule of (!J s of rank p + 1 containing C s. The exterior 
differentiation ds gives rise to an exact sequence O--+Cs--+/F~ --+(.01)" --+0. 
Saito defines a flat function on S to be -r E HO(S, /F~), unique up to 
addition of constant functions, such that J(al)=ds-r. In particular, ds-r is 
in (.Q1)" and satisfies ds(w(al)-r)=(2r-n)ds-r. 

Remark. If t; is a good primitive form in the sense of the remark 
immediately after Theorem 4.2, then the CT-endomorphism N of t§1' is 
semisimple with rational numbers as eigenvalues. K. Saito expects them 
to be positive, hence also to be less than n+ 1 by Proposition 4.4. This is 
indeed the case for the universal unfoldings of weighted homogeneous 
polynomials with only isolated critical points. 

M. Saito showed that the eigenvalues of N do not depend on the 
good primitive form chosen, but may depend on the primitive forms if 
they are not good. 

Recall that the multiplication by al on ",*B and ",*B is bijective by 
the remark immediately after Theorem 3.4 and by the fact that ",*B is 
a module over A=l!JT((all)). Hence it is also bijective on HO(S, 8)= 
HO(T, ",*8)cHO(T, ",*8), although it is not on B itself. 

For a primitive form t; E HO(S, B<-I») and g, g' E t§, let 

peg, g'):=gg' -17 gg' -(g*g')al E "'*!?)s 

Q(g):=w(g)al-N(g)=tlgol-A(g)al-N(g) E "'*!?)s 
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and regard them also as elements of ~s. By Lemma 4.3, we easily see 
that peg, g') is (17T-bilinear in g, g' and satisfies 

while Q(g) is (17 T-linear in g and satisfies 

For a and a' in cgf, we have much simpler expressions 

pea, a')=aa' -(a*a')a l 

Q(a) = w(a)a l - N(a) = tlaa! - A (a)a l - N(a). 

The following is then immediate by Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 4.4: 

Proposition 4.5. For afixedprimitiveform C e HO(S, E<-I)) let 

for k E Z. 

Then it satisfies the system of holomorphic linear differential equations 

peg, g'Kk-1 =0 for g, g' e cg 

{Q(g)+(k+l)g}Ck_I=O for g E cg 

{E-(r-k)}Ck_1 =0, 

or equivalently, 

aa'Ck_1 = (o*a')aICk_1 for 0, a' e cgf 

w(a)aICk_1 = {N(a)-(k+ l)a}Ck_1 for a e cgf 

ECk_I=(r-kKk_1 with E:=w(a l ). 

As a consequence, it also satisfies 

w(a)a'Ck_1 = {N(a*a')-(k+ l)(a*a')}Ck_1 

aW(a'Kk_1 = {a*(N(a') -ka')}Ck_1 

for a, a' E cgf by Proposition 4.4. 

The surprising algebraic description of /C: Ei"-~E given below is due to 
Saito [Sk14]. He came across the formula in his explicit calculation in 
[Sk4] for simple (i.e., rational double when n=2) singularities. 

Theorem 4.6. Except when n is odd and SO-I(O) has only ordinary 
double points, the restriction /C IS\D of the canonical ~ s-homomorphism /C: E! 
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=ind lim k __ = :Yf'om.iBckl, (!}s)-'>-B is a nonzero constant multiple of the 
restriction "/!S\D of the left {Jfis-homomorphism ,,/:=ind limk __ ="~ deter
mined by a primitive form e E HO(S, B(-1» as follows: 

,,~: :Yf'om&s(BCk), (!}s)----+BCn-k-l) 

,,~(u):=( _l)k L;1';j';P U(ajek-I)W(a;)Cn_k-1 

for u E :Yf' om.s (BCk), (!) s), where {aI, ... , a p} and {a~, ... , a~} are C T-bases 
ofl§P such that J(ai, a;)=Oij. 

Proof It is clear that the above expression for ,,~ does not depend 
on the choice of {ail and {a;}. 

Since w is self-adjoint with respect to J as we saw immediately before 
Proposition 4.4, we have 

,,~(u)=( _l)k L;1';j';P u(W(aj)Ck-l)a;en_k_l. 

Moreover, w(a;Kn_i<-1 = w(a;)alen_k-2 = (N(a;)- (n - k)a;Kn_k_2 and 
W(aj)Ck =w(aj)alek_l = (N(aj)-(k+ l)a j )Ck_l. Also (n+ 1) id-N is the 
adjoint of N with respect to J. Hence we have 

,,~(u)=( _l)k+1 L;1';J,;" u(W(aj)Ck)a;en_k_2="~+I(U) 

for u in :Yf'om.sCBCk+1), (!}s). Thus {"a gives rise to an (!}s-homomorphism 
,,' of the inductive limits. 

We now show that ,,' thus defined is left {Jfis-linear, i.e., ,,/(Ou)=O,,/(u) 
for all 0 E 19s and u E :Yf'om.s(BCk), (!}s). Indeed, we have (OU)(ajek-I)= 
O(U(ajek-l»-U(Oajek-l) by definition. It thus suffices to show that 

- L;1';j';P U(Oa jek_l)W(a;)Cn_k_l = L;l';j';P U(ajek_I)OW(a;)Cn_k-l, 

which is an immediate consequence of Oajek_I=(O*aj)Ck, Ow(a;)Cn_k_2= 
(o*w(a;»)Cn-k-1 and J(o*a, a/)=J(a, o*a/). 

As Saito [Sk8] showed, a left {JfiS\D-homomorphism Bds\D-,>-B!s\D is 
necessarily a constant multiple of "!S\D except when n is odd and SO-leO) 
has only ordinary double points. q.e.d. 

By the Poincare duality (cf. Theorem 2.1 and Appendix), the ca
nonical {Jfis-homomorphism ,,: BI-,>-B gives rise to a homomorphism of 
perverse Cs-modules ,,: SolsCB)=DRsCBJ)-,>-DRsCB). If we take the 
zero-th cohomology sheaves, we get a Cs-homomorphism 

We also have Cs-isomorphisms (cf. Appendix) 
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and 

As a consequence of Theorem 4.6, we have the following in view of the 
remark immediately after Proposition 4.4: 

Corollary 4.7. Except when n is odd and SO-leO) has only ordinary 
double points, the restriction Ii: IS\D of the canonical C s-homomorphism 

coincides, up to a nonzero constant multiple, with the restriction li:'IS\D of the 
Cs-homomorphism Ii:' determined in terms of a primitive form I; E HO(S, 8(-1») 
asfollows: Ii:'(u) E .JRom~i(!Js, 8)for u E .JRom~i8, (!Js) sends I E (!Js to 

Ii:'(u)(l) = ( -I)k L:l";j";P U(ajl;k_l)W(a~Kn_k_l 

=( _l)k L:l";j";P aiu(l;k_l))W(a~Kn_k_l 

=( - IY w(J-1(dsu(l;k_l))Kn_k_l, 

which is an element of 8 killed byes and is independent of k and the choice 
of {aj} and {a~}. 

Remark. We have canonical homomorphisms 

Thus the evaluation at t; E 8 of the right hand side gives a Zs-homomor

phism RnSOIZX-+(!Js sending r E RnSOIZX to (l/2rci)n J/ in Saito's notation, 

a motivation for which is as follows: On the one hand, a section r of 
RnSOIZX over S"",,D can be regarded as a family, parametrized by s E S"",,D, 
of n-dimensional homology classes res) E Hn(X" Z) of the Milnor fiber 
Xs=SO-I(S). On the other hand, a section a of SO*,Q}/0 gives rise to a 
section t; of 8(0) as its image. Outside D, we can find m E SO*,Q}/T such 
that dFt!\m=a. Such m=: Res (a/(tl-Fl)) determines a closed holomor-

phic n-form m(s) on each fiber Xs=SO-I(S) for s E S"",,D. Then (l/2rci)n t t; 
is nothing but a holomorphic function on S"",,D whose value at s E S"",,D 

is (l/2rci)n J m(s), the period of m(s) with respect to res) E Hn(X" Z). 
r(s) 

A primitive form I; E HO(S, 8(-1») determines a decreasing sequence 
of ~s-submodules {~Sl;k-l; k E Z} with the generator I;k-l of ~SI;TH 
satisfying the system of differential equations in Proposition 4.5. As in 
Proposition 4.8 below, we can show that ~Sl;k-l=~sl;k if k::j::r and if 
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k+ 1 is not an eigenvalue of the Cs-endomorphism N of :9'. Thus if' is 
a good primitive form in the sense of the remark immediately after Theo
rem 4.2, we have 

B= P2St;= P2SCl-::::> P2St;O-::::>··· -::::>P2St;!-l=P2St;!=··· 

for I large enough. However, these P2s~submodules do not behave well 
with respect to the (l)s-rank outside D and to the Cs-homomorphism 

such that lk(U){l)=( -1)kw(J-1(dsu(t;k_l»)t;n_k_l for u in the left hand side 
as in Corollary 4.7. 

Instead, Saito introduces new left P2 s-modules vIt(k) below with 
complex parameters k such that there exists a surjective left P2 s-homomor
phism vIt(k)~P2S'k.cl if k is an integer. These P2s-modules vIt(k) are 
reminiscent of those considered in Kashiwara [KI]: 

Definition. For a fixed primitive form t; e HO(S, B(-1», we define 

for each k e C 

to be the left P2 s-module generated by a single element mk whose anni
hilator is the left ideal in P2 s generated by 

P(g, g') and Q(g)+(k+ l)g for all g, g' e :9 

in the notation defined immediately before Proposition 4.5. We denote 
by 

the P2 s-homomorphisms defined by 

ek(mk+1):=01mk, e(mo):=t;, 13k(mk):= 1. 

Obviously, 13k is surjective with kernel P2seSmk. By Theorem 4.2, 
(i), e is surjective if t; is a good primitive form. 

As in Proposition 4.5, we have much simpler alternative defining 
relations 

for all 0, 0' in :9'. Consequently, we have 

and 
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for j > 1 by Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 4.4. In particular, we have 

for j> 1. 

Proposition 4.8. For each good primitive form , and for each k E C, 
we have the following: 

( i ) ~(k) is a holonomic left 2J s-module with regular singularities 
such that ~(k) IS\D is a locally free @s\D-module of rank f-! + 1. 

(ii) For the rational number r appearing in Theorem 4.2, (iv), (w(a l )

r+k)mk generates a 2Js-submodule which is @s-free of rank one. /fk=/=r, 
this gives a 2J s-splitting for the surjective 2J s-homomorphism 13k: ~(k) ~@ s' 

(iii) Let I be the rank of the kernel of the C T-endomorphism N -
(k+ 1) id of ~I'. Then ker [Ek: ~(k+1)~~(k)] and coker [Ek: ~(k+l)~~(k)] 
are @s-locally free of rank 1+1 (resp. I), if k + 1 =I=- r (resp. k + 1 = r). 

Proof (ii) is clear by N(al)=ra1 and the relations satisfied by mk 

mentioned above. 
To show (i), let us note w(<9s )= <9sC -log D) by Proposition 4.1. 

For each v>O, denote by 2J;;) the subsheaf of 2Js consisting of differential 
operators of order not greater than v and consider the filtration {2J;;)mk; 
v >O} of ~(k) by coherent @s-submodules. By the relations satisfied by 
mk mentioned above, we have 

for v> 1. 

Hence ~(k) is a holonomic left 2J s-module with regular singularities as in 
the proof of Theorem 2.3. Since the determinant L1 of w is the defining 
equation for D in S by Lemma 2.4, (ii), the restriction of w to S"-.D is 
surjective. 

(iii) coker [Ek] is generated over 2J s by the image mk of mk with the 
relations 

for all a, a' in ~I'. Note that the CT-endomorphism N of ~I' is semisimple 
as we saw in the remark immediately before Proposition 4.5. On the 
other hand, (w(a1)-r +k+ l)mk +1 and W(a)mk+l with N(a)=(k+ 1)0 are 
obviously contained in ker [Ek]. Using the filtration above, we easily see 
that they in fact generate ker [e k ] over @s. q.e.d. 
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Remark. Saito also considers the quotient f1} s-module 

J!(k):=,.4(k)/(!)s(w(ol)-r+k)mk , 

which, by (ii) above, is a direct factor of ,.4(/&) if k=l=r. 

Recall that the sheaf of flat coordinates on S was defined in the 
remark Immediately after Proposition 4.4 as 

§'~:={v e (!)s; oo'v=O for all 0,0' e ~'}. 

By Proposition 4.8 and by the same formula as that in Corollary 4.7, we 
get the following: 

Theorem 4.9. Given a good primitive form 1;;, define constructible 
C s-modules for each k e C by 

and 

(1) We have an injective (resp. surjective) Cs-homomorphism !3t: Cs 
~Mk (resp. (!3k)*: M~~Cs). Moreover, the Cs-homomorphism e*: RncplCX 

=.l/f'oYllg/B, (!)s)~Mo is injective. 
(2) The restriction to S"'-.D of Mk and M~ are mutually dual locally 

free C s\D-modules of rank ,u + 1. 
(3) The evaluation map Mk~(!)S at mk respectively sends !3*(Cs) and 

ker[et: Mk~Mk+l] isomorphicallyonto the sheaf Cs of constantfunctions 
and 

which is Cs-locally free of rank 1+1 (resp. I) if k+ 1 =l=r (resp. k+ 1 =r) 
for I as in Proposition 4.8, (iii). 

(4) We have a canonical Cs-homomorphism A: Mk~M~_k such that 
jk(U) for u e Mk sends I e (!)s to A(u){l):=w(J-'!(dsu(mk»)mn_k e ,.4(n-k), 
which is killed byes. We have (en-k-l)* ojk= - A+l 0 et with obvious 
induced Cs-homomorphisms et: Mk~Mk+l and (en_k)*: M~_k~M~_k_l. 

(5) The restriction of A to S"'-.D induces a CS\D-isomorphism 

For simplicity, let us adopt the following in view of (3) above: 

Definition. For a fixed primitive form 1;;, denote by 

keC 
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the image of the Cs-homomorphism M k -+(!)s-+Q1 with kernel ~:(Cs) 
obtained as the composite of the evaluation map at mk and the exterior 
differentiation ds. 

Proposition 4.10. Let f7 be the connection on Q1 as in Proposition 4.4, 
(ii). 

(1) For k E C, 0 E e s and u E Mk we have 

f7 W(O)(dSu1(m k)/\· •• /\dSu/mk)) 

= {( n; 1 -k )W(O)(lOg .1)}dSu1(m k)/\ • •• /\dsuimk) 

with respect to the induced connection on Q~=det Q1. In particular, if 
dSu1(mk)/\··· /\dsu/mk)=det(aiu/mk))J(ai)/\··· /\J(a~) does not vanish 
for Cs-bases {ail and {aj} off§r with J(ai, aj)=Oij, then 

dSu1(mk)/\· .. /\dSu/mk)=c.1(n-l)/2- kJ(aD/\· .. /\J(a~) 

for a nonzero constant c. 

Proof (1) is clear by the remark immediately after Proposition 
4.4, since for the (!) s-endomorphism B of e s defined by B(O'): = O*{}' for 
{}' E e s, we have 

w({})aju(mk)={(N 0 B)(aj)-(k+ l)B(aj)}u(mk)' 

(2) By (1) above, we have 

f7 w(oldsu1(mk )/\ ••• /\dSu/mk)) 

={trace(B 0 [(n-k) id-ND}dsu1(mk)/\· .. /\dSu/m k ). 

Thus it suffices to show that 

_2 _ trace (B 0 N) = trace (B) = w(O)(log .1). 
n+l 

We have the first equality, since JoB 0 J- I and JoN 0 J- I are adjoint to 
Band (n+ 1) id-N, respectively, by Lemma 4.3. By Proposition 4.1, (3), 
we have w({})(log .1) = {}(trace (w)) = p(Ot1)-{}(trace (A)). The extreme right 
hand side is the trace of the (!) s-endomorphism of e s sending gEes to 
((}tl)-f7oCA(g))+A(f7oCg)), which is equal by Lemma 4.3, (4) to 
-N(O*g)+(}*(N(g)+g)={B 0 N-N 0 B+B}(g). q.e.d. 
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The !»s-homomorphism ell:: .,I(Hl)-+-.,I(II:) obviously induces P' al: dsMk 
-+-dsMIf,+l. By Theorem 4.9, (2), (5) we have a CS\D-isomorphism 

A: dsMkls\D~.?IfomcsCdsMn_k' Cs)ls\iJ· 

Moreover, if' is a good primitive form, the surjective !»s-homomorphism 
e: .,1(0)-+-8 induces a Cs-homomorphism 

whose restriction to S"D is an isomorphism if r *0. Thus by Corollary 
4.7, Theorem 4.9 and Proposition 4.10, we get the following: 

Corollary 4.11. Let, be a good primitive form with r *0. Then 
dsMkls\D and dsMn-kIS\D for each k e C are locally free CS\D-modules of 
rank p canonically dual to each other. We have a sequence of CS\D
homomorphisms 

Rn~JC x IS\D~dsMols\D~dsMlls\D~· .. 
~ dsMn_lls\D~ dsMn IS\D~Rn~*c x IS\D, 

the first and the last of which are isomorphisms. The composite coincides 
with (-l)n,,'ls\D' where ,,' is as in Corollary 4.7. Moreover,for k e Z, we 
have 

as CS\D-submodules of {J~\D. In particular, if n is even, then dsMn/zls\D is 
a canonically self dual locally free C s\D-module of rank p such that 

Remark. It is quite likely that r *0 for any good primitive form. 
As Saito poses, it might also be an interesting problem to study the con
structible C s-modules 

forj>O. 

There is an attempt in a special case by Maisonobe-Miniconi [MM] by 
means of the Cauchy-Kowalevsky theorem. 

From now on, we fix a good primitive form' with r *0 and assume 
n to be even. Here is a brief sketch of the construction of Saito's period 
map. 
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By Theorem 4.9, M n/ 2 is\D is CS\D-Iocally free of rank,u+ 1. The eval
uation at mn/2 maps it injectively to (!)S\D sending the subsheaf fi~2(CS\D) 
isomorphically onto the sheaf CS\D of constant functions. There exists 
the smallest, possibly infinite, unramified covering A: Y --",S,,-D such that 
A*(M"/2is\D) becomes Cy-free. Thus there exists a (,u+ I)-dimensional 
complex vector space V with a fixed nonzero Vo e V such that A*(Mn/2is\D) 
is the constant sheaf Vy and that Vo is mapped to the constant function 1 
by the pulled-back evaluation map Vy--"'(!)y. Thus we have a holomor
phic map Y --'" V* to the dual complex vector space v* with the image 
contained in the ,u-dimensional affine hyperplane 

E:={l e V*; l(vo) = I}. 

Y --",E is necessarily a local isomorphism. Indeed, the image of the com

posite Vy--"'(!)y ~Qi- generates Qi- over (!)y, since dsMn/2iS\D generates 
Q1\D over (!)S\D' Note that Qk=(!)EQ9C(VjCvo)' 

Saito then constructs a nonsingular complex manifold 8 with a 
reduced effective divisor 15 satisfying the following properties: (1) Y = 
8,,-15, (2) A: Y --",S"-D extends to a fiat holomorphic map a: 8 --",S with 
the image equal to {s e S; X.=SO-l(S) has at most simple singularities}, 
(3) for any seD, there exists a neighborhood U in S of s such that the 
restriction (J--",U of a to any connected component (J of a-leU) is finite 
(i.e., proper with finite fibers) and (4) Y --",E extends to a local isomorphism 

P: 8---+E. 

This P is Saito's period map. 
By Proposition 4.10 and Corollary 4.11, the Jacobian determinant of 

the ramified covering map a: 8 --",S is 

Jac (a) = cL11/2 for a nonzero constant c 

with respect to fiat coordinates of S. 
By Theorem 4.9 and Corollary 4.11, the C s-homomorphism jn/2: M"/2 

--",M~/2 induces the self duality of dsM"/2is\D' Hence we obtain a C-linear 
map i~/2: V --'" V* which induces an isomorphism 

Note thatjll/2 corresponds to the symmetric Cs-bilinear form J"/2: Mn / 2X 
Mn / 2--",CS given by 
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for u, U' E M n / 2• This induces the symmetric C-bilinear form I~/2 on V 
corresponding to i~/2 above, hence the nondegenerate symmetric C-bilinear 
form In/2 on VjCvo corresponding to in/2 above. 

Consider the Cs-submodule of Mn/2 defined by 

in the notation of the remark immediately after Proposition 4.8. If r =1= 
nj2, then by Proposition 4.8, (ii), Mn/2!s\D is mapped isomorphically onto 
dSM n12 !S\D. Hence we have a codimension one C-subspace Vof V which 
is mapped isomorphically onto VjCvo. In this case, the C-bilinear form 
on V induced by I~/2 can be identified with In/2 on VjCvo. In/2 induces a 
nondegenerate symmetric C-bilinear form, hence a nondegenerate quad
ratic form Q on (VjCvo)*=;V*. We can show that 

p *(Q) = a*(r )j(r - nj2) if r=l=nj2, 

where P*(Q) is the pulled-back function to S of Q and!, is a flat function 
on S as defined in the remark immediately after Proposition 4.4. For the 
proof, we use the fact that w(J- 1(ds!'))=w(a,), which acts on Mn/2 as the 
multiplication by (r-nj2). 

Remark. Here is a comparison between the period map above and 
the conventional one found, for instance, in Looijenga [Ll], Saito [Sk7] and 
Varchenko-Givental [VG]: 

By Corollary 4.11, we have a CS\D-homomorphism 

(17 a,)n/2: Rncp! C x !s\D~dsMn/2!S\D. 

This is an isomorphism if and only if the C T-endomorphism N of <§P has 
no positive integral eigenvalues by Theorem 4.9, (3). If we use Rncp!C x !S\D 
instead of dsMn/2!S\D we get another period map pI: S/~E' from a 
ramified covering S' of S to a ,a-dimensional complex affine space E'. 
Since (l7a,)n/2 might have nontrivial kernel in general, pI has less chance of 
being injective. 

Since this survey is already getting too long, we do not attempt to 
write out the interesting formulas in this section explicitly in the case of 
the universal unfolding of a weighted homogeneous polynomial f(x) with 
simple or simple elliptic critical points. We refer the reader, for instance, 
to Looijenga [Ll] - [L4], Saito [Sk4], [SkI5] - [Sk19], Saito-Yano-Sekiguchi 
[SYS], Ishiura-Noumi [IN], Noumi [N2], Varchenko [VI] - [V3] and 
Varchenko-Givental [VG]. 
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Appendix. AIgebro-analytic overview 

In this appendix, we have a brief look at Saito's results in the 
previous sections from much more powerful perspective of algebraic 
analysis. 

We have already given an introductory survey of algebraic analysis 
in [01], to which we refer the reader for necessary notation and refer
ences. We point out, however, that Kashiwara [K2] and Kashiwara
Schapira [KS] have since appeared and contain the proofs of some of the 
basic results necessary here. 

We do not go into the more recent theory of filtered regular 
holonomic £f} s-modules due to Brylinski [B2], [B3], M. Saito [Sm3], [Sm4] 
and others which combines algebraic analysis and the theory of Hodge 
structures. 

Let us first recall the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence. 
Let S be an m-dimensional complex manifold. On the one hand, 

D~h(£f}S) denotes the derived category of bounded complexes of left £f}s
modules whose cohomology sheaves are holonomic with regular singular
ities. On the other hand, D~(Cs) denotes the derived category of bounded 
complexes of Cs-modules whose cohomology sheaves are constructible 
Cs-modules. Then the de Rham functor DRsCM):=R£'omgs(lVs, M) 
gives an equivalence of categories 

which is due to Kashiwara-Kawai and Mebkhout and is called the 
Riemann-Hilbert correspondence. The subcategory f!JJew(Cs) of perverse 
sheaves, by definition, corresponds via DRs to the subcategory of D~h(£f}S) 
of objects arising from single holonomic left £f} s-modules with regular 
singularities: For instance, we have 

DRs(lVs)=Cs. 

We have the adjoint functor As from D~h(£f}S) to itself defined by 

As(M):=R£'omgiM, £f}s)®msals 1[3m]=M*[2m], 

where M*:=R£'omgiM,£f}s)®.sals1[m] with m=dimS. In particular, 
we have 

and 

On the other hand, we have the Verdier dual functor Vs from D~(Cs) 
into itself defined by 

VsCF): = R £' omciF, C s[2m]), 
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which satisfies Vs( C s) = C s[2m]. The Riemann-Hilbert correspondence is 
known to be compatible with these dualities, i.e., the Poincare- Verdier 
duality holds: 

Sometimes convenient is the anti-equivalence 

given by the contravariant solution Junctor Sols(M): = R Yf om!!JiM, rP s) = 
DRsCM*)=RYfomciDRs(M), Cs). 

For a holomorphic map <p: X -+S of complex manifolds, we have 
contravariant functors 

R<p*, R<p!: D~(Cx)---+D~(Cs) 

taking the direct image and that with proper support, which satisfy the 
Verdier duality 

and 

On the other hand, we have the notions of the integration along the 
fibers of <p and that with proper support: For a complex N of left f!2x
modules, we let 

This definition is different from the usual one appearing in the theory of 
Kashiwara and Kawai which does not have the degree shift by -dim X + 
dim S. We adopt the present definition, since it behaves better under the 
de Rham functors. 

One of the basic results in algebraic analysis is the following result of 
Kashiwara [K2, Theorem 8.1]: When <p: X-+S is proper, the integration 
along the fibers induces the functor 

which satisfies 

and 
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the latter being the Poincare duality. 

When ffJ is not proper, Land t r no longer give rise to functors from 

D~h(!'dZ) to D~h(!'dS)' Nevertheless, Kashiwara-Schapira [KS, Theorem 
9.4.1] shows the following when ffJ and N e D~h(!'dZ) satisfy certain condi
tions (e.g., ffJ is non-characteristic for N): 

(1) L Nand tr N belong to D~h(!'dS)' 

(2) DRs(L N)=RffJ*(DRz(N)) and DRs(J:r N)=RffJ1(DRz(N». 

(3) The Poincare duality holds: 

and 

In particular, the above condition is satisfied in the case of our con
cern in this paper, i.e., N=(fJz and the fibers of ffJ: X ~S have at most 
isolated singularities. Hence we have the following: 

(1') The cohomology sheaves 

and 

are holonomic left !'ds-modules with regular singularities. 

(2') DRs(L (fJz)=RffJ*(Cz) and DRs(tr(fJz)=RffJ1(CX )' 

(3') The poincare duality 

and 

holds. Since Ax«(fJx) = (fJx[2 dim X], As(M)=M*[2 dim S] and n=dim X 
-dim S, we have 

and 

We now relate these results to Saito's results in the previous sections 
by showing 

and 

Hence s: (fJx=RiffJ*(K', 0), s:r,J (fJx==RiffJ!(K', 0) and we in particular 

have the following: 
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and 
-- {E Jpr,j I 

t!JX = 0 
~ 

t!JS 

j=n 

j =l=n, 2n 

j=2n 

where Band BI are holonomic left ~s-modules with regular singularities 
(cf. Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 2.3). We thus have canonical isomorphisms 
of Cs-modules 

:i'fom!JJit!Js, BI)= RncpICX = :tfom!JJiB, t!Js), 

:i'fom!JJit!Js, B) = Rncp*Cx =:i'fomsiB" t!Js). 

As in Sections 2 and 4, consider the fiber product Z: = X X TS with 
the projections p: Z~S and II: Z~X. Moreover, q: X ~z is the closed 
embedding onto the nonsingular hypersurface q(X) = {(x, s) e Z; F(x, s) 
=O}. Since cp= po q with q proper, we have 

and Jpr JprJ 
~ t!Jx = p • t!Jx 

by generality on the integration along the fibers. We also know that 

as left ~z-modules. Note that M is supported on q(X) but is not a 
module over q*t!Jx = t!Jz/Ft!Jz . By the quasi-isomorphism 

f):Z/s®~z~z~~s_z[n+ I] 

we get 

L t!Jx = L M:=Rp*(~s_z®~zM)[ -n-I]=Rp*(f):Z/s®~zM, 17) 

and similarly 

J:r t!Jx = J:r M=Rp,(f):Z/s®.zM, ti), 

where (f):Z/s®.zM, 17) is the complex of left p-l(~s)-modules arising from 
the integrable connection 17: M~f)hs®~zM defined by the left ~ z-module 
structure of M and satisfying 17(wm)=(dw)®m+( -1)Jw/\l7m for me M, 
w e f)~/s and d:=dz ,s. 

To prove our claim (*) above, it thus remains to show that the com
plex (f):Z/s®~zM, 17) of left Fl(~s)-modules is isomorphic to the restriction 
(II-1(K")I.(x),0) to q(X) of the pull-back (II-1(K·), 0). Indeed, we have 
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Q"zIS =II*(Q"xIT) = II-t(Q"xIT) ® a-I(.x)(!} z· 

Moreover, we have a II-t«(!}x)-isomorphism 

645 

where ilk is the class of (-1)kk!/2rriFk+t modulo (!}z. Since F=tl -
F1(x, t'), we see that 

tlilk=Flilk-kilk_I' li'ilk= -(dF1)ilk+1 and 

Oilk = (OF)il k +1 for 0 e p-1(8s). 

Thus the obvious isomorphism from II-I(Q~if)I.(.l:)a: to II-t(Q~if)I.(x)ilk 
sending wa: to wilk gives rise to a left p-1(.!'iJs)-isomorphism from 
II-l(K") I.(x) to 

Q"zls®.zM = II-t(Q"xIT) ®a-I(mx) ($k~O II-I«(!}x) I.(x)ilk)[l] 

= ($k~O II -1(Q"xIT) 1.(X)ilk)[l], 

which is easily seen to be compatible with 0 and Ii'. 
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